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Abstract 

We present applications and developments of operations research methodologies in 

the area of industrial gas supply chain logistics. The first problem studied regards the 

liquid helium business. The global supply chain for liquid helium presents a complex struc

ture due to increasing foreign demand, elaborate recovery techniques, and costly forms 

of distribution. Although the problem contains parallels to the liquid natural gas supply 

chain, supply requirements and problem-specific network constraints require a unique opti

mization model. We develop a large-scale, discrete time, path-based integer-programming 

model which solves optimally with CPLEX. Computational results implementing a rolling 

horizon structure and testing based on historical data are presented. A detailed sensi

tivity analysis demonstrates the effective use of our model, testing a variety of realistic 

parameter settings for the liquid helium supply chain. 

The second problem studied regards SKU rationalization in the packaged gas business. 

Effective SKU rationalization is advantageous when applied to businesses with a high 

variance and variety of product offerings. Advantages may include lower production 

costs, inventory simplifications, and system-wide reductions in transportation costs. We 

apply SKU rationalization in the form of a variant of product substitution, towards an 

industrial packaged gas supply chain problem which includes production, allocation, and 

distribution decisions. An effective mixed-integer programming formulation is developed, 

capable of handling additional line investment, varying degrees of substitution, economies

of-scale in production, as well as network-wide planning decisions in the supply chain. A 

X 



case study based on historical data is used for testing, followed by computational results 

and policy implications in the form of customer incentivization. 

Lastly, we present extensions of the aforementioned SKU rationalization problem. 

A customer-selection heuristic is developed and shown to perform very well compared 

to a full MILP formulation, which includes customer selection for substitution as an 

explicit decision. Following this, incentivization strategies are studied in an effort to 

reduce lost demand via product substitution, while simultaneously ensuring adequate 

business profit. Multiple strategies utilizing stochastic customer behavior are proposed as 

valid alternatives for decision makers, dependent on risk-preferences and instance-specific 

customer behaviors imposed. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Logistics may be defined as the detailed coordination, organization, and/or implementa

tion of any complex operation. When applied to product and service supply chains; supply 

chain logistics operations usually entail those pertaining to production, transportation, 

warehousing, inventory, or any combinations of these. Tools from mathematical optimiza

tion and operations research are advantageous in such operations for many reasons. An 

operation may grow in size to such a point where "solutions" can not be achieved with 

intuitive or simple methodologies from a decision maker. For example, such a solution 

may entail satisfying over a thousand customer delivery time frames with a fleet of vehi

cles on any given day. Another advantage may entail improving some metric drastically, 

in terms of a supply chain system which already utilizes some stable solution. This may 

entail finding superior vehicle routes for the aforementioned problem, which utilize less 

vehicles in turn increasing company savings every year. Further metrics could include 

non-monetary considerations such as customer-satisfaction, or reducing the average de

livery time for all customer shipments. These types of advantages serve as underlying 

purposes for the studies and research throughout this dissertation. 
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More specifically, this work is focused on problems throughout industrial gas sup

ply chains. Our research is sponsored by Praxair, Inc., one of the largest industrial gas 

companies in the world, with sales of $11.4 billion in 2017. Production and distribution 

of industrial gases often includes special characteristics not shared with many other in

dustries, deeming many of our contributions specific to this industry. Our work focuses 

on two of their major gas supply chains; large-scale liquid helium (~1 million cubic feet 

containers), and smaller-scale packaged gas production and distribution. In both these 

problems, our broad objectives involve reducing current system costs and improving the 

efficiency of operations throughout the respective supply chains. In the following section, 

we will discuss more specifics of each supply chain and the subsequent problem statements. 

1.2 Motivation 

The large-scale liquid helium global supply chain is unique in that all product deliveries 

are done with homogeneous containers, which customers hold onto while in use. Such con

tainers are extremely valuable, due to the specifications of holding liquid helium product . 

Considerations include satisfying customer demand and fulfilling maintenance require

ments for these containers, in addition to coping with a supply contract structure unique 

to the liquid helium business. Due to the rarity of helium and high cost of the product 

and containers, a global supply chain must be considered, with extreme sensitivity in 

costs associated throughout the entire system. For example, purchasing one further load 

of helium than necessary entails a loss of several hundred thousand dollars for the busi

ness. Further, the problem must be approached with a continuous-planning structure. In 

other words, optimizing routing decisions within the supply chain for just a week's time is 

highly ineffective, due to lengthy routes and supply contract considerations imposed. The 

high costs in combination with the unique aspects of the helium supply chain network 

drive our motivation for improving operations in the liquid helium business. 

The second problem we research entails the domestic, smaller-scaled packaged gas 

business. Due to the variety of offerings in the packaged gas business, there exist hundreds 
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of thousands of SKU's , or product types . The field of SKU rationalization loosely entails 

analyzing these offerings, while determining if it is economically viable to reduce offerings 

or locations of specific offerings and productions. Due to the similarity of many SKU 's in 

this business however, we propose and extend research in the field of product substitution. 

This entails substituting customer demands for similar SKU 's in the system, which aids in 

SKU rationalization and reducing costs. We approach this idea in combination with other 

aspects of the supply chain, in order to present realistic, prescriptive solutions for decision 

makers. These additional aspects of the supply chain include production, allocation, and 

distribution decisions. Such decisions are quite major in that production planning often 

entails plant setups for an extended period of time. Therefore we approach this problem 

from a long-term planning perspective, opposed to the day-to-day continuous structure 

considered in helium supply chain planning. 

The third area of research considered regards extensions to that in packaged gas SKU 

rationalization. While substituting customer demands may seem novel, the problem also 

entails the possibility for lost demand, or customer's failing to accept such proposed sub

stitutions given an SKU is eliminated. In order to thoroughly present ideas of product 

substitution, we also study the problem from more of a customer-perspective. This in

cludes customer selection and incentivization methodologies. Customer selection entails 

choosing the best customers to target for product substitution, whereas customer incen

tivization entails effectively enacting such substitutions via redistributing portions of the 

business savings. Such considerations require careful analyses due to the stochastic nature 

of customer behavior. 

1.3 Organization and Contribution 

Each chapter contains an introduction to the problem at hand, followed by a review 

of related literature. We then discuss the proposed methodology and/or mathematical 

modeling, along with computational studies when appropriate throughout each topic. 
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Chapter 2 presents a mixed-integer programming strategy for the liquid helium global 

supply chain planning problem. Our major contribution in this work, is to be the first to 

effectively model a supply chain planning strategy for the liquid helium supply chain. As 

discussed earlier, the problem is unique in comparison with surrounding literature due to 

specifics of the helium supply chain. Further, a unique rolling horizon solution approach 

is presented in this work, in order to provide a tool for continuous implementation. This 

approach contributes to the literature in that several special considerations are required 

and handled, many due to the monthly contract structure which may be useful in other 

industries. 

Chapter 3 presents our work on introducing network-wide SKU rationalization to

wards a packaged gas supply chain planning problem. The major contribution of this work 

regards combining SKU rationalization methodology with a network-wide supply chain 

planning structure. The further supply chain components considered in this work extend 

the field of literature, as SKU rationalization and product substitution have previously 

only been studied from a single-warehosue or store's perspective. Further, we include 

unique packaged-gas considerations in this work such as the possibility for new line in

vestment, varying degrees of product substitution, and economies-of-scale in production, 

which have been noted historically. 

Chapter 4 presents our extensions to the work on SKU rationalization in the packaged 

gas business. Namely, we study customer-selection and various incentivization strategies. 

The first contribution in this work regards our developing of a pre-processing heuristic 

for customer selection, which is proven to perform very well against a full mathemat

ical programming extension. Further, we intricately study customer incentivization in 

this chapter; incorporating realistic approximations in the form of logistic functions for 

customer acceptance. This is a further contribution, both for decision makers and the 

literature, as it completes a full prescriptive approach for a business to enact the demand 

substitution methodologies. Further, in terms of the literature no work has been done 

regarding customer behavioral models for incentivization, to the best of our knowledge. 

The final chapter, chapter 5, briefly summarizes each aspect of this dissertation. 
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Chapter 2 

A Mixed-Integer Programming 

Strategy for Liquid Helium Global 

Supply Chain Planning 

2.1 Introduction 

The global supply chain for liquid helium presents a unique and complex structure driven 

by characteristics of the product. The scarcity of helium promotes a global supply chain 

while also leading to high costs and sensitivity t hroughout components of this supply 

chain . The unique physical characteristics of helium, while particularly desirable for 

several applications, require specialized shipment methods and containers in order to 

preserve the product while in transit ( Council et al. , 2010). 

2.1.1 Helium Supply System 

Helium has many unique properties which lend the element to a wide range of applications. 

A stable configuration and low atomic mass result in helium having the lowest melting 
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and boiling points of any element. Other useful properties include helium's low density, 

low solubility, high thermal conductivity, and high speed of sound. The largest use of 

helium is related to the cooling of certain components in MRI machines, which falls into 

the cryogenics (study of materials at extremely low temperatures) application. Other 

applications of the element are summarized in Table 2.1 (Van Oss, 2013). 

Table 2.1: Applications and Percent Usage of Helium 

Application U.S. Usage (%) 

Cryogenics (MRI/NMR) ~28-32 

Pressurizing/purging systems ~ 18-26 

Welding rv 13-20 

Controlled Atmospheres (semiconductors/fiber optics) ~13-18 

Chromatography /lifting gas ~7 

Leak detection ~4 

Diving/medical breathing mixtures ~2-3 

Other ~5-10 

Prior to the mid-1990s nearly all helium production occurred in the United States, 

with limited availability, leading to minimal foreign consumption. Since then however, the 

foreign demand for helium has increased dramatically and production facilities have arisen 

overseas, causing U.S. consumption to drop as low as 50% of worldwide demand (Council 

et al., 2010). In addition, although helium is the second most abundant element in the 

universe, its rare properties cause it to diffuse into space resulting in scarce supply, thus 

necessitating elaborate recovery techniques. These reasons contribute to the complex, 

world-wide structure of the helium supply chain. 

The supply chain begins with raw helium extraction from natural gas in particular 

locations. These locations depend on economic feasibility, namely where there are suffi

cient concentrations of helium (between .3 and .65 percent). The standard helium content 

in natural gas is only .1 to .5 percent, and 5.2 parts per million in the air. Impurities such 

as water and CO2 are removed from the natural gas which results in crude helium. This 

gas mixture is roughly 50-70% helium; United States specifications require at least 50% 

helium in a mixture to be considered crude. This crude mixture is then transferred to a 
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refining location. There, it is liquefied to a point where most other gases in the mixture 

condense and are removed due to helium's low boiling point, leaving approximately 90% 

helium gas. This gas is then further refined depending on the desired usage, to helium 

purities ranging from 99.9 - 99.9999%, and finally liquefied. 

Post-production distribution of helium can be divided into two categories: small 

scale gas and liquid customers, and large liquid helium customers, with our work focusing 

on the latter. These shipments are performed by specially designed intermodal or ISO 

containers. Helium ISO containers are approximately 1 million cubic feet, triple-walled, 

high-vacuum, and super-insulated, making them very costly. They are delivered to either 

customers or ports for shipment worldwide. Sample ISO container routes are shown in 

Figure 2.1. 

Legend 

• customer 

■ fillplant 

E3 maintenance facility 

& port 

Figure 2.1: Sample ISO container routes in supply chain network 

2.1.2 Problem and Supply Contract Overview 

We can represent the large liquid helium supply chain problem over a network with a 

discrete time, integer-programming model. Objectives include minimizing travel costs 

and t imes, following various supply contract parameters, and minimizing the number of 

ISO containers needed in the network to improve container utilization. These objectives 
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aim towards reducing overall costs in the system. Location types throughout the network 

include fill plants, ports, maintenance facilities, and customers ( see Figure 2.1). Demand 

requests for customers range from a single container, to upwards of 50 full container 

requests per year, while the historical average is roughly 20 container requests. 

Each location has an associated holding time for containers to incur after arrival and 

prior to departure. The network is unique in that customers hold on to containers while 

in use, sometimes several at once, and provide holding time estimates for these requests. 

These holding times are fixed and within the order of several weeks on average. However, 

several customers require much longer holding times, depending on their usage rates. In 

addition, all ISO containers are subject to two maintenance regulation types, each with 

a unique frequency and holding requirement. Lastly, ports and fill plants require a small 

holding time, historically far quicker than other location types ( a day or two). These 

holding times correspond to processing time before the container can leave the port and 

filling time at fill plants. 

The liquid helium supply chain also includes atypical time-window constraints, in 

comparison with those seen throughout standard vehicle routing problems. The time

windows are relevant at customer and maintenance location types, having the same struc

ture for each. They may differ greatly from location to location in terms of window-length 

however ( e.g. one customer may have a 2-day time-window for demands while a main

tenance facility has a 60-day window for maintaining containers). ISO containers are 

allowed to arrive to the location within the time-window only before the request date, 

however they do not begin serving the customer or maintenance request (and incur the 

subsequent holding time required) until the original time of request. 

Supply in this problem has a minimum take-or-pay (MTOP) contract structure. That 

is, for each month and fill plant, a certain amount of helium is purchased up front, which 

can be thought of as an integer value representing the minimum number of full shipments 

available from each fill plant. Regardless of what is used, the MTOP amount is paid in 

full for each month and fill plant, deeming leftover supply extremely undesirable. 
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Overage is permitted to a certain extent beyond MTOP, however that overage amount 

must be subtracted from the following month 's MTOP allotment at the corresponding 

fill location. In addition to carrying overage into future monthly contracts, there is a 

small monetary penalty incurred during these situations. All large-scale liquid helium 

customers request full ISO container loads, only differing by their consumption rates and 

number of requests. Therefore all parameters and variables relating to supply, will take 

integer values representing the number of full shipments in final solutions. Supply and 

the MTOP structure is further explained in section 2.3.2, regarding supply constraints 

and the objective function. 

2.1.3 Sample Network 

A sample network with an associated problem instance is presented in Figure 2.2 below. 

This network contains two customers (Cl, C2), two fill plants (Fl , F2), one maintenance 

facility (Ml), and five ports (Pl-P5). For ease of comprehension, assume there exist 

only two available ISO containers in the network and they are located at fill plant 1 at 

the beginning of our planning horizon. In addition, customers' demand request times, 

t, are presented in the figure. Maintenance requirements can be thought of similarly to 

customer demands , however they consist of times a specific container i, requires servicing. 

This too, is shown at the maintenance node in the figure. Note all location types have 

some associated holding time to incur as well, prior to an ISO container leaving the 

location. In this example, we will assume a one day holding requirement at all ports and 

fill plants, five days holding for all customer requests and maintenance requirements, and 

a two day time-window for all applicable location types. 

Links in the network have an associated travel time in days (black circles) and may 

be directed or undirected. This is dependent on the particular problem instance as well 

as the characteristics of locations in this supply chain. For example, link (Cl ,Ml) exists 

while (Ml,Cl) does not, as a container can satisfy a maintenance requirement directly 

after serving a customer demand however the opposite is false. In the case of a problem 
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instance influencing the links, note below that links exist between most ports , however not 

all of them, e.g. (Pl,P4). This may be the case due to a travel time exceeding some limit, 

or for other business reasons, e.g. a customer only contracting deliveries to a particular 

port. The concept of accessible locations and our handling of this is further discussed in 

section 2.3.1. 

Lqi:end 

• customer 

■ fillplan t 

t3 main1enance facility 

• port 

Figure 2.2: Illustrative example of a helium supply chain network problem 

The helium supply chain problem consists of satisfying customer demands while abid

ing by supply constraints and maintenance regulations for containers; all in the most cost 

effective manner. However, the structure of container flow in the network along with 

intricate supply contracts in the helium supply chain add several layers of complexity to 

the problem. The intertwined decisions involve fill plant selections and supply allocations, 

container assignment to customers for each demand, and routing of containers during the 

planning horizon. 

Consider a 20 day planning horizon. We require one of the two containers (Fl at t = 1) 

to arrive to each customer within the arrival time-window ( two days) for each demand 

request. The container must remain held there until the pre-specified request length ends . 

Note again, that customer request lengths always begin from the original demand date, 

independent of whether or not the time-window was utilized. The containers must be filled 



prior, and cannot exceed a certain threshold for transit times prior to customer arrivals. 

With customers often requiring several full containers at once (or within a short period of 

time) special consideration must be made in terms of modeling demand in this problem. 

This involves ensuring that each container satisfies no more than a single, unique delivery 

at a time. Similar to demand, we require ISO containers to arrive to maintenance facilities 

within some time-window and remain there until the service time completes. 

Other necessary constraints involve tracing container flow in the network logically, 

which is done through "flow-balance" constraints. These constraints align time-indices 

properly in order to define feasible paths throughout the network; e.g. if a container 

arrived at P2 at time t = 6, and needs to travel across link (P2,F2), it must arrive there 

at time t = 9 ( one day holding requirement at P2 pl us two day link travel-time to F2). 

The final major category of constraints pertains to following the MTOP supply contract 

discussed in section 2.1.2. This includes keeping track of when and where full loads were 

taken, and modeling supply in such a way that we can quantify deviations from contracted 

loads. 

One of several feasible solutions to this problem is shown in Figure 2.3 below. Note 

this solution assumes sufficient supply was contracted. Our objective for this problem con

sists of minimizing overall costs in the system throughout the planning horizon. Although 

routing and transportation costs play a part in this, we place much greater emphasis on 

meeting the MTOP supply contract each month. This is simply due to the much higher 

scale of helium costs in comparison with transportation costs. We further discuss the role 

of MTOP contracts in our objectives in section 2.3.2. 

Time 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

Index, t 

Container 1 Fl Cl tran- Ml tran-
transit F2 

(filled at t=3) (early arrival t=6, demand t=7) sit (required t=l3) sit 

Cl tran- tran-
F2 transit P2 P3 transit P4 transit C2 

(demand t=4) sit sit 

In what follows, section 2.2 contains a literature review while our model is presented 

and explained throughout sections 2.3.1-2.3.2. In addition, we discuss significant refine

ments done in an effort to improve model efficiency in section 2.3.3. Section 2.4 contains 
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Figure 2.3: Descriptive and graphical representations of a feasible solut ion for the sample 
problem instance 

a discussion of our rolling horizon implementation, including several necessary special 

considerations. Lastly, we outline an experimental design testing several levels of our 

model on historically based data with associated results and conclude our contribution in 

sections 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. 

2.2 Literature Review 

In regards to the helium supply chain , there is no prior published research in which opti

mization techniques are utilized. However, the need for such work is supported in several 

papers. As mentioned, helium's scarcity in combination with increasing global demand 

for the element has drawn attention towards preservation recommendations (Smith et al. , 

2004; Cai et al. , 2010). In 1995 global demand was just under 4000 million cubic feet per 

year (MMcf/yr), with the U.S. comprising roughly 70% of the demand. By 2008 however, 

global demand rose to over 6000 MMcf/yr, with U.S. demand staying constant and sub

sequently comprising less than 50% of the overall market (Council et al. , 2010). Cai et al. 

(2010) add that "imminent depletion" will not occur prior to 2060, opening the door for 
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technological innovation and optimization techniques, in an attempt to offset undesirable 

trends. Other solution approaches to the problem are recommended by Glowacki et al. 

(2013) and Nuttall et al. (2012); the former mentioning the ability and importance of 

recovery in non-cryogenic applications, while the latter proposes a global agency be es

tablished to help preserve supply. At the very least , this literature supports the need for 

careful modeling throughout the global helium supply chain, while costs continue to rise 

and suboptimal solutions become increasingly intolerable. 

The most similar problem to the helium supply chain are those studied throughout 

the liquefied natural gas (LNG) supply chain. With that being said, the differences 

between the two problems are distinct enough to deem modeling the helium supply chain 

through LNG methodology, inappropriate. The major LNG difference is the levels of the 

supply chain studied. Generally speaking, LNG problems are concerned with optimizing 

operations from production (liquefaction) ports, to consumption (regasification) ports, 

with no land-routing. At that point in the supply chain, LNG is converted to gas and 

routed by various means to end-users. For that reason, LNG research often refers to 

regasification or consumption ports as the "customer" or "demand". In the liquid helium 

supply chain problem we study, the product retains its liquid form in ISO containers all 

the way through end customer delivery, which we include in our model. 

For the most part, LNG models consider the two port types aforementioned, and are 

modeled as variations of inventory routing problems (IRP) and maritime inventory rout

ing problems (Halvorsen-Weare and Fagerholt, 2013). Some papers include maintenance 

ports with ship requirements as well (Fodstad et al., 2010; Rakke et al., 2011 ; Stalhane 

et al., 2012), however the maintenance regulations are far less strict than those of ISO 

containers. For example, maintenance in LNG models allows for choosing the most conve

nient time throughout the horizon for maintenance, so as to not interfere with other ship 

operations. Another major difference regards the fleet in LNG problems. The fleet is usu

ally heterogeneous, with ships varying for example, by size, speed, and cost (Emanuelsen 

et al., 2012). Further, this could allow for multiple deliveries prior to returning to a sup

ply terminal, for some ships (Emanuelsen et al., 2012; Fodstad et al., 2010; Gronhaug 
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et al., 2010). This differs from ISO container demand in the helium supply chain, as 

full containers are delivered and held at individual customers while in use, prior to being 

returned to a fill plant. In addition, demand at regasification ports in the LNG supply 

chain consists of long-term contractual needs or estimations, which entails less variance 

than serving dozens of individual customers with constantly varying consumption rates. 

This demand structure is what motivates a rolling horizon implementation in our work. 

Rakke et al. (2011) implement a rolling horizon heuristic in their work regarding LNG 

optimization; however this is done instead to improve on solution time with difficult com

plexity to their original problem at hand. Some papers do however allow for chartering 

of additional ships given it may be beneficial (Fodstad et al., 2010; Stalhane et al., 2012), 

similar to our analyses of the maximum number of allowed containers. 

A final difference is in regards to contracts. Although many LNG papers include 

contractual agreements within models, either at demand ports or supply ports, none of 

these follow a MTOP structure. Rakke et al. (2011) however, model customer contracts 

in a somewhat similar manner to MTOP contracts, including penalties for over and under 

deliveries at some customers in their objective (whereas MTOP is solely concerned with fill 

plant contractual agreements). With the exception of other minor modeling characteristics 

seen in some LNG problems, such as multiple product types (Stalhane et al., 2012), cargo 

evaporation as transportation fuel (Gronhaug et al., 2010), infrastructure investment costs 

(Koza et al., 2017), and inclusion of buoy demand ports (Fodstad et al., 2010), we present 

the major differences in Table 2.2 below. 

While the LNG supply chain in similar to that of liquid helium, more fundamentally 

our problem is similar to a periodic vehicle routing problem (PVRP) in structure. The 

PVRP extends the traditional vehicle routing problem (VRP) via introducing a time hori

zon and subsequent "periodic" demand structure. A solution to such problem therefore 

consists of sets of routes for each day, in which demand and frequency constraints are 

satisfied. Cordeau et al. (1997) and Coene et al. (2010) may be referenced for further 

explanation of this problem. While the PVRP contains a similar structure to our prob

lem at hand, some assumptions included in the PVRP, which we do not share, deem such 
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Table 2.2: Comparison of LNG and Liquid Helium Supply Chain Problem Components 

Problem 
Component 

LNG Supply Chain Liquid Helium Supply Chain 

Network type Maritime Maritime and continental 

Nodes 
Production ports, buoy ports, 
maintenance ports, consumption ports 

Fill plants, ports, maintenance 
facilities , customers 

Supply 
Varies: traditionally bounded 
(min threshold/max production) 

Minimum take or pay contract 

Demand Long-term delivery contracts 
Continuous demand with 
"customer holding" 

Deliveries Potential for more than one per fill Single delivery per fill 

Fleet Heterogeneous Homogeneous 

Maintenance "Within horizon" - with choice Set dates - with time-windows 

modeling approaches inappropriate for liquid helium supply chain modeling. PVRP's al

low flexible demand schedules in terms of when the demands occur, based on customers' 

demand amounts and allowable days ( e.g. the model may choose to incur some customer's 

demands at times {5,40} or {25,60} ). The helium supply chain is more strict in that we 

must deliver by a pre-specified day ( opposed to a range of allowable days), only allowing 

early slack via time-windows. Secondly, the fact that customers require holding of con

tainers prior to continuous routing in our problem, adds a layer of complexity deeming 

formulating our work as a PVRP variant, difficult. Lastly, our problem differs from PVRP 

variants with its unique supply contract structure, closely intertwined with most aspects 

of the problem. 

Similarities to the liquid helium supply chain can be drawn from research and model

ing approaches pertaining to logistics in other industrial gas supply chains and inventory 

routing problems (IRP). A useful overview of supply chain literature is presented by 

Stadtler (2005) and Meixell and Gargeya (2005), with the latter exclusively addressing 

global supply chain research. Moin and Salhi (2007) present a useful overview of research 

pertaining to inventory routing. In Table 2.3 below we provide a brief overview of related 

literature, outlining the similarities and fundamental differences to our problem at hand. 

These differences may include differing focuses throughout the cited work, or a lack of 

some major component necessary for our problem. 
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Table 2.3: Comparison of Related Literature and the Liquid Helium Supply Chain 

Reference / Topic Similarities Differences 

Dong et al. (2014) Industrial gas distribution, Multiple customer deliveries, 
IRP discrete time MIP inventory constraints 

Glankwamdee et al. (2008) Industrial gas, supply Production emphasis, simplified 
production-distribution contract routing 

Chiang and Russell (2004) Supply contract and Simplified supply contract, no 
MDVRP variation routing end-customer routing 

Meisel et al. (2013) Supply (production) and Heavy focus on intermodal 
production-distribution routing problem characteristics 

Dondo et al. (2008) 
m-GPDPTW 

Time-windows, multiple 
vehicles, demand structure 

No supply contract/constraints, 
problem size/ complexity 
insufficient 

de Assis and Camponogara 
(2016) / STSP 

Discrete-time MILP, 
rolling horizon strategy 

Inventory management, 
additional ship operations 
considered 

2.3 The Liquid Helium Global Supply Chain Model 

We use a discrete time (Dong et al., 2014), path-based integer-programming model to 

solve the liquid helium global supply chain problem. Section 2.3.1 contains a brief dis

cussion regarding some major components of the model notation and network structure, 

followed by our full formulation in section 2.3.2. In addition, section 2.3.3 contains a dis

cussion regarding model reductions. Lastly, a link-based model was also considered and 

tested. That model however, required an additional variable set, and was much larger via 

additional constraint sets and thousands of link variables accounting for port enumera

tions. For these reasons the link-based model was deemed inferior to the current model. 

As noted in Wolsey (1998), different formulations of the same decision problem induce 

varying model sizes and solution efficiencies. 

2.3.1 Model Overview 

We primarily represent ISO container flow throughout the network with path variables. 

In other words, a single variable representing a container route from some location j to 
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location k may contain several other locations throughout some path. Although this often 

is not necessary for within-country (domestic) variables, this is particularly useful for port 

enumerations (see Figure 2.4). Note that due to helium business specifications regarding 

excessive product loss, we only define path variables in our model with transport durations 

under a certain threshold. 

> ~- • po,1 I/-------~·-----c.'-----------=:::z=.--t~",-=:;,""T"---,;,;-J.---'~ 
Figure 2.4: Sample paths from location j (a fill plant), to location k (a customer), via 
port enumerations 

By noting that the model has little motivation to use anything other than the shortest 

path from location j to location k, we pre-process this as the only path option for said 

indices. Data corresponding to sub-optimal paths still exists and is available to include 

given that some port becomes unavailable or data arises proving a different path to be 

faster or preferred for any location combination. To illustrate this idea, consider Figure 

2.3, regarding the solution to our sample problem instance. Container 2 follows path 

{P2,P3,P4} from fill plant 2 to customer 2. Another feasible path across ports for this 

fill-customer combination could be {P2,P3,P4,P5}, however we only define the former 

path. 

After extensively analyzing our model, the only instance where it could be advan

tageous for a container to utilize a path other than the shortest, is in regards to some 

customer to maintenance facility paths. Consider a container satisfying a customer re

quest, while also having a maintenance request some time after. Upon completion of 

the customer request, the container must leave immediately. If the travel time to the 

maintenance facility across the shortest path results in the container arriving prior to its 
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maintenance arrival time-window, then the container must first travel to a fill plant and 

be held there. Note with a longer path-option available for the container, it may be able 

to travel directly to maintenance (without the intermediate fill plant for holding) and 

arrive within the time-window, while also incurring a less-costly path overall. Although 

this situation would be rare, we can omit such possibilities by lengthening maintenance 

time-windows, which is reasonable from a business perspective. 

Therefore, we pre-process the shortest path and gather necessary shortest path data 

among all possible port enumerations within the accepted travel duration limit, for every 

applicable j----+ k combination (when ports are necessary) . Note this shortest path is based 

on length between ports as well as individual port holding times. This subsequently 

reduces the number of variables in our model significantly, opposed to including sub

optimal (longer) path options in j ----+ k variable definitions. Specifications of this reduction 

follow in section 2.3.3 regarding model reductions. For ease of comprehension throughout 

explanations, traveling the shortest pre-processed path from j to k including ports on the 

way (for international paths), is simply referred to as traveling from location j to k. 

Due to occasional lengthy travel times and holding request times which exceed horizon 

length, there is a need for a variable we define as v. This variable allows containers to 

remain at their current location until the end of a horizon in some circumstances, taking 

the place of an outflowing variable. Without this option, most flow constraints would 

become infeasible. 

To reduce model size, we note that all j ----+ k combinations for path variables may not 

be feasible; e.g. a container cannot travel from a customer location to another customer 

location without first taking some path to a fill plant . In fact the actual number of 

combinations is only a fraction of this total enumeration. For that reason, we implement 

"accessibility" index sets for all locations n E N. For any given n, we have: 

N}:: set of locations that are accessible from n; V n E N 

N;:: set of locations that are accessible to n; V n E N 
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These sets represent the locations a particular location n can either access (+) or be 

accessed from (-). They are utilized throughout many constraints in order to reduce 

summation sizes as well as the number of constraints defined. In addit ion, all variables 

corresponding to j ----+ k paths are defined based on these initial parameter sets, in turn 

significantly reducing the size of the model. 

In Table 2.4 we show the accessibility for each location type, which is dictated simply 

by t he structure of the network. We include full enumeration for all labeled "✓ " con

nections in the table, only excluding individual connections whose travel distances fall 

outside the acceptable range ( for preventing excessive product loss). It is important to 

note however, that this accessibility only shows what can be allowed throughout the net

work. In reality, our variable definitions are far more limited via several time restrictions, 

discussed in detail throughout section 2.3.3. 

Table 2.4: Accessible Locations Overview 

from\to customers fill plants maintenance 

customers I X I ✓~ I ✓
fill plants ✓ . . ✓ 
maintenance l---x--+---~---+----x-----1 

2.3.2 Model Formulation and Explanations 

Tables 2.5-2. 7 contain our index sets, parameters, and variable definitions respectively. 

Following this, each category of constraints in our model are presented and explained. 

Lastly, we present the objective and discuss each of its components. 
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Table 2.5: Indices and Sets 

I set of containers 
T discrete set of all time intervals (days) in planning horizon 

T a variable and index specific subset of T (following reductions in section 2.3.3) 
M set of months in planning horizon 
Tm set of time intervals corresponding to month, m; V m EM 

N set of customers, fill plants, and maintenance facilities 
C set of customers 
F set of fill plants 

R set of maintenance (repair) facilities 
N;t set of locations that are accessible from n; V n E N 
N;; set of locations that are accessible to n; V n E N 
T1 set of times that customer j requests a delivery by; V j E C 

Qj set counting the total number of overlapping delivery request times prior to delivery 

request t , of customer j, based on !i1 for each preceding request; V j E C , t E T1 
<[> set of maintenance regulation types; <[>: {1, 2} 

Tiet, set of times that container i requires maintenance regulation type ¢ ; Vi E I, ¢ E <[> 

Rct, set of maintenance facilities that perform maintenance regulation type ¢ ; V ¢ E <[> 

Table 2.6: Parameters 

number of time intervals spent in transit (length) from j to k; V j EN, k E Nf 
number of time intervals required for holding at location j; V j E F 

number of time intervals spent in holding from j to k , excluding any holding at the 
final destination, k; V j E F , k E Nf 
number of time intervals spent in holding from j to k , corresponding to delivery 

request t of customer j , excluding any holding at the final destination, k; 

V j EC, k E Nf ,t E T1 
number of time intervals spent in holding from j to k , corresponding to maintenance 

type ¢, excluding any holding at the final destination, k; V j E R, k E Nf ,¢ E <[> 

cost to travel from j to k; V j E N , k E N f 

length of time-window, pertaining to acceptable early container arrivals , for location j; 

VjECUR 

!ijtq length of time-window for customer j , pertaining to original request t and overlap q; 

V j EC, t E T1, q E Q}; (parameter discussed in further detail throughout section 2.3.2) 

integer amount of full container loads (product) taken from fill plant j in month, 

m = 1, prior to the start of the planning horizon; V j E F 

S1m minimum take or pay requirement (supply) for month m and fill plant j; 

V j E F ,m EM 
U upper limit on the number of containers that can be utilized throughout time horizon 
Djm upper bound on the overage allowed at fill plant j for month m; V j E F, m E M 

a monetary penalty incurred per unit of contracted and untaken full helium shipments, 
for any given MTOP schedule (leftover supply) 

(3 monetary penalty incurred per unit of extra full helium shipments taken, for any given 
MTOP schedule (exceeding supply contract) 

E small coefficient in the objective resulting in unutilized container variables equaling 0 
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Table 2.7: Decision Variables 

YLk E {0, 1} 1 if container i travels from location j to location k, arriving at time interval 
t , 0 otherwise; Vi E I,j E N,k E Nf,t ET 

xij E { 0, 1} 1 if container i stays at location j from time interval t - 1 to t , 0 otherwise; 
Vi E I , j E F, t ET 

vfj E { 0, 1} 1 if container i stays at location j from time interval t to ITI , 0 otherwise; 
Vi E I,j EC u R, t ET 

Ui E {0, 1} 1 if container i is utilized at any time interval within the time horizon, 
0 otherwise; V i E I 

p} E N° number of full shipments of helium taken from plant j at time interval t; 
VjEF,tET 

dJm EN° amount that exceeded MTOP in month m for plant j; V j E F, m EM 

d---:m EN° amount remaining in MTOP in month m for plant j; V j E F, m EM 

Demand Constraints 

The following constraints account for customer demand in the helium supply chain. 

(2 .1)L 
t 

L LYJ~j 2:: q 
t'=t-b. j tq k EN j- i E I 

One may be tempted to model demand by a simplification of constraints 2.1 via a 

right hand side of 1 and a constraint for each demand. However, with time-windows a 

single constraint for each demand request equating one arriving variable to 1, may result 

in multi-tasking containers (i.e. one container satisfies two requests). For this reason, 

we create a constraint structure that ensures the proper amount of containers arrive to 

customers given that there may be overlapping demand windows. 

Consider a single customer with demand requests at times 5 and 15 in the horizon . If 

flj = 10 for this particular customer, a single container arriving at time 5 could simulta

neously satisfy both demand constraints. Therefore, we implement a constraint structure 

accounting for overlapping requests . Figure 2.5 illustrates how constraints are created for 

a sample customer with three overlapping requests, and flj = 3. Cells in black represent 

original requests whereas gray cells represent acceptable early-arrival time periods for that 

request, via time-windows (flj). 
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Time interval, t 2 3 4 5 

l 

2 

3 

4 All constraints (l) for overlapping requests above: 

5 t: 10, q: 1, i'.jtq: 3 Arrivals in: t - i'.jtq ?. q 

6 t: 10, q: 2, i'.jtq: 6 Arrivals in: t - i'.jtq ?. q 

7 t: 10, q: 3, i'.jtq: 7 Arrivals in: t - i'.jtq ?. q 

8 t: 7,q: 1,i'.jtq: 3 Arrivals in: t - i'.jtq ?. q 

9 t: 7, q: 2, i'.jtq: 4 Arrivals in: t - i'.jtq ?. q 

lO t: 6,q: 1,i'.jtq: 3 Arrivals in: t - i'.jtq ?. q 

Figure 2.5: Illustration of overlapping demand requests and subsequent constraints 

Constraints 2.1 begin by considering the latest request of customer j, which occurs 

at t = 10 (given we sort requests for each customer in decreasing order). IQ}01will 

eventually be calculated as 3. Note that Q; is defined by considering flj for each preceding 

request; therefore even though this customer's request at time 10 does not overlap with 

the request at time 6, we include it in Q; as it overlaps with request 7's range. This 

structure is necessary to ensure proper arrivals. For t = 10, three demand constraints are 

created for each value of q, seen in rows 5-7 of Figure 2.5. These constraints ensure that 

the total number of arrivals throughout each range is consistent with the corresponding 

number of requests. The parameter fljtq, is specific to both the original request time and 

the overlapping constraints considered. This parameter is simply the entire size of the 

overlapping range for the q requests considered. In the case of q = l, it is simply flj. 

After this, the following request (in decreasing order) is considered, t = 7. IQJI is 

calculated as the process repeats. Note again, because Q; is calculated by looking only 

at requests less than or equal to t, we never create redundant constraints, i.e. reconsid

ering the case of three overlapping requests above. Computing the sets and parameters 

throughout these constraints, namely flftq and Q;, is done in parallel with constraints 

2.1 coding. Pseudo-code is provided in Algorithm 1 below. Lines 7 and 16 apply the 

definition of constraint set 2.1 presented previously, given values j, t, q, and fljtq· Line 7 

applies the default constraint, ensuring at least a single arrival for each demand request, 
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while line 16 applies all overlapping constraint arrivals (q > l). The remainder of the 

algorithm serves to calculate all q and fljtq for each customer demand request, in the 

most efficient manner (computationally speaking). Note t and t', introduced in lines 4 

and 9 respectively, correspond to the request numbers in demand set Tj for customer j, 

not the times of the requests themselves. 

1: function IMPLEMENT-DEMAND-CONSTRAINTS(Tj, t:,.j) 

2: for all customers j in Tj do 
3: SORT-DESCENDING(Tj) 

4: for all requests t in Tj do 
5: q +--- 1 
6: t:,.jtq +--- t:,.j 

7: APPLY-CONSTRAINT(j, t, q, t:,.jtq) 

8: do OVERLAP-SEARCH() 

9: for all requests t' > t in Tj (earlier requests) do 
10: overlap +--- false 
11: for all times k in range t:,. j before time of request t (counting in reverse) do 
12: if request time fort' = k then 
13: overlap +--- true 
14: q +--- q + 1 
15: t:,.jtq +--- t:,.j + ( difference between times of requests t and t') 
16: APPLY-CONSTRAINT(j, t, q, t:,.jtq) 

17: endif(l2:) 
18: end for (11:) 
19: if overlap = true then 
20: t +--- t' 
21: else 
22: break OVERLAP-SEARCH() 

23: end if (19:) 
24: end for (9:) 
25: while overlap = true 
26: end for (4:) 
27: end for (2:) 
28: end function 

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for implementation of constraints 2.1 

Lastly, we also include constraints 2.2 to ensure that the total number of container 

arrivals to each customer is equal to their number of delivery requests. This is necessary 

to prevent excess deliveries in an attempt to meet MTOP supply contracts. 

LL LYikj = ITjl V j EC (2.2) 
tET kENj- iEl 

Constraints 2.3 model the maintenance request times for particular containers, similar 
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to constraints 2.1 regarding customer demand requests. 

t 

L L LYi~j = l \;/ i E J, c/> E <P, t E T;,¢, (2.3) 
t'=t-L::,.1 kEN - jER<j,

1 

For each ISO container and maintenance requirement time (cf> having two possible types), 

we sum all possible maintenance facilities that can perform the required maintenance 

type¢, j E R¢,, all places a container may come from, and all times within the regulation 

time-window. Of this summation , we force exactly one variable to equal 1. 

Flow Balance Constraints 

Constraints 2.4 define the v variables, while 2.5 through 2. 7 balance flow for each location 

type. Constraints 2.4, shown below, exist for every container and every time in the 

planning horizon. 

L L Yijk + L 
t 

L v;; + L xL '.S 1 Vi EI, t ET (2.4) 
kEN+ jEJ t'= l jEJUR jEF

1 

The second summation applies and defines the v variable. Recall: 

vL: 1 if container i stays at location j from time intervals t to ITI , 0 otherwise. 

For any given time t, of these constraints, all v variables from the beginning of the horizon 

up until that t are included in the constraint . This prevents a particular container from 

any use later in the horizon, if it utilized a v variable at some time period prior. For 

example, consider v~4 = 1, container 1 staying at location 4 for all time periods from 

5 to the end of the horizon. Clearly at time 5 this variable should be included in the 

constraint, as we would like to prevent any other action involving that container to occur 

simultaneously. However, because of this variable, we know that the container will be 

occupied for all future time periods as well. Therefore, for any time greater than 5, the 
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second summation will still include the original vf4 variable. This will cause the left-hand

side of the constraint to equal 1, in turn preventing that container's further action (y and 

x variables). 

The situation in which a container is not represented by a variable for some time 

period, either due to being in transit or incurring a holding time at some location, is re

dundant when included in the constraint. This is due to the structure of the inflow/outflow 

network flow constraints. With inflow = outflow constraints for every location type, we 

continuously track the actions of any given container. In addition, initial locations are 

forced for each container, which is further discussed in constraints 2.6. Therefore, if dur

ing some container's transit time the model chose to begin a simultaneous path with that 

container ( which constraint 2.4 alone allows), then the new variable representing this al

ternative path would enter the inflow = outflow constraints, and require further variables 

to match this flow in both directions of the time horizon. This new flow would eventually 

reach the beginning of the time horizon, where we force a single initial flow, causing a 

contradiction. 

As mentioned, constraints 2.5 through 2. 7 model flow throughout the network. The 

flow into and out of each location type is slightly different and involves different op

tions depending on the location. Therefore it is necessary to have a different set of flow 

constraints specific to each. Constraints 2.5 model flow at maintenance facilities. 

t 
t+l1k+hJ'Pk t+l

L LYf~j= L Yijk + V··iJ V i E J, j E R, c/> E <P, t E Ti¢ (2.5) 
t'=t-6:.J kENJ- kENj 

Similar to constraints 2.1 only being defined for customer delivery requests, con

straints 2.5 only exists for each ISO container, maintenance facility, and corresponding 

maintenance request for each maintenance type, t E Ti¢· Note there are two types of 

maintenance regulations, each incurring different holding times. The left-hand-side of the 

constraint regards the inflow to a maintenance facility j from all possibly prior locations, 

k E N1-. It also sums across the maintenance request time-window, as we allow containers 
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to arrive early to their requests. The right-hand-side of the constraint models the outflow 

from a maintenance facility. Note that the arrival to the next location, k E Nf, after 

leaving maintenance is the original time of the request t, plus l1k and h'Jk which are the 

times spent holding at maintenance, travel times throughout path j ----+ k, and holding 

times at all ports across the path up until the arrival at k. This constraint also includes 

av variable on the right-hand-side to allow constraint feasibility for the case in which the 

holding time at maintenance exceeds the end of the planning horizon. In such cases, no 

y variable will exist in outflow in order to match inflow, therefore the container will incur 

the v variable in the time period following its arrival at the maintenance facility. 

Constraints 2.6 represents flow at fill locations. 

(2.6) 

This is the only constraint in which a need for the x variable arises. A container 

may sit idle at fill locations for several time periods, however it is not appropriate to 

use a v variable in this situation as the container may eventually leave the fill plant at a 

later time period to service a customer. This differs from the maintenance flow constraint 

where a v variable was incurred because the container was in use for the remainder of the 

planning horizon. Constraints 2.6 exist for all containers, fill plants, and times 1 to ITI. 

To summarize, the two possible inflows are as follows: 

Yik/ arriving at current constraint fill plant, J at time t from another location, 

xL: staying at current constraint fill plant, j during time period t. 

Note this constraint set also initializes containers in a static model (non-rolling hori

zon implementation). This is done by setting the inflow variable, Yikj, to y;11 = l, for each 

container i, where fill plant j is their initial location. There are three possible outflow 

types from fill locations: 
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x~f: remain at fill plant during time period, t + 1, which in turn will become inflow 

for another fill plant flow constraint, during the following time index. 

Y!7:jk+hjk: arriving to next location, k E Nf n C (a customer), at the original fill 

plant arrival time, plus travel times and holding times throughout the path. Note h1k 

includes holding time at the fill plant, or fill time. 

Y!7:jk+hjk-hj: arriving to a different fill plant or maintenance facility, k E Nf \ C = 

Nf n {FUR}, at the original fill plant arrival time, plus travel times and holding times 

throughout path j ----+ k, minus holding time at fill plant. This differs from the prior 

situation in that the particular ISO container does not yet incur filling time, h1, when 

traveling to a different fill location or maintenance facility. 

Constraints 2. 7 model flow at customer locations. 

Vi E I,j EC, t E T1 (2.7) 

These constraints are very similar to 2.5, or flow at maintenance facilities. This is due to 

the structure of maintenance facilities and customers; both incurring long holding times 

and both only existing during request times. Because of some customers' lengthy holding 

requests, we include the v variable in these constraints' outflows. In the inflow, there is 

also a summation for the time-window for arrivals, {t - 6.1, t}, as this is acceptable for 

customer demand requests. Lastly, this constraint is only defined for each ISO container 

and each customer delivery request, t E T1. 

Utilization Constraints 

Constraints 2.8 define the u variable. 

(2.8)L 
ITI 

L (vf1 + L Yik1 + L Yi1k) '.S ITlui Vi EI 
t=l jECUR 
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Recall: 

ui: 1 if container i is utilized at any time interval within the time horizon, 0 otherwise. 

This variable is included to determine how many containers were utilized as well as to 

test model performance by forcing different levels of the U parameter. In the context 

of this model, "utilized" refers to servicing a customer's demand request or meeting a 

maintenance regulation. Arrival to customer locations and maintenance locations are not 

enough to consider however, as it could be the case that an ISO container was already 

sitting at the same customer fulfilling a request during the entire horizon. In this case, 

by only considering arrivals the container would be deemed not utilized. Therefore we 

consider all cases: arriving to a customer or maintenance facility, yfkj, leaving a customer 

or maintenance facility, yfjk, or remaining at a customer or maintenance facility, vfj• In 

the above three variables, j refers to the maintenance facility or customer location , all of 

which are summed. In addition, we sum across all time intervals in the horizon. 

If any of the variables within the constraint 2.8 parenthesis above are 1, the binary 

utilization variable for that particular container will be forced to 1 as well, therefore being 

properly defined. In addit ion, a small weight, E, is placed on the last term of the objective, 

in order to force ui to O in the case that it is never utilized. Note ITI may be an over

estimate for the coefficient on ui. In reality, this coefficient only needs to be set as the 

maximum sum of exits and entrances to fill and maintenance locations throughout the 

horizon, plus one for the v variable. This number surely will not be as large as ITI, and 

can be refined given new knowledge regarding a definite bound. Constraint 2.9 simply 

enforces a bound, U , on the sum of all ui. 

(2.9) 

Supply Constraints 

Constraints 2.10-2.13 model supply and MTOP parameters. Constraints (10) properly 

define the pj variable, which refers to how much product was supplied from fill plant j
1 
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at time t. 

'vjEF,tET (2.10) 

These constraints exist for all fill plants and times. Note the superscript on the 

arriving y variable, t + l1k + h1k, refers to the time at which a full container arrived to a 

customer following being filled. Subtracting the travel time and time spent at locations 

throughout the path l1k + h1k we achieve the actual time that the load was taken, t. 

This structure is needed because the main y variable is arrival based, and ISO containers 

are not necessarily filled directly upon arrival to a fill plant. The left-hand-side of the 

constraint sums all containers, customers that can be accessed from a particular fill plant, 

and paths that may be taken. This summation then defines the amount taken at the 

given fill plant and corresponding back-tracked time, t. 

Constraints 2.11 and 2.12 model the MTOP supply contract. The goal of these con

straints is to balance the supply contract with what was taken in reality, while simultane

ously defining penalty variables. Given that the amount of loads taken and the amount 

allotted via MTOP are different, we can maintain balance through penalty variables which 

work similarily to traditional slack variables. For example, consider a particular MTOP 

contract for some fill plant and month, where 20 full loads are allotted. If only 18 are 

taken, then to maintain balance we would have a value of two subtracted from the total 

MTOP parameter. This value (d1m) which maintains balance also models how many full 

loads were left untaken. 

PJ + L P} = Sjm + djm - djm 'vjEF,m=l (2.11) 
tETm 

dtm-l) + L Pt= Sjm + djm - djm V j E F, m = 2, ... , IMI (2.12) 
tETm 

The first month in the planning horizon differs slightly from the following months; this is 

modeled in constraints 2.11. For each fill plant, the left-hand-side of the constraints refer 

to all that has been taken in the first month. This includes the parameter, pJ (given that 
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the model may begin past the 1st day of the month), as well as a sum of all pj variables 

in the month. The right-hand-side equates all the product that was taken to the MTOP 

supply contract for that month and fill plant, Sjm, allowing for overage and leftovers with 

both djm and djm variables. 

Constraints 2.12 are very similar, however they exist for months 2 and onward. In 

these cases, pJ is not necessary as we know that any months beyond the first in our 

planning horizon contain the beginning of the month in the model. However, due to 

the structure of the MTOP contract, overcompensation in the prior month needs to be 

accounted for and the following months MTOP contract needs to subtract this. Therefore 

we include d1rm-l) in the left-hand-side, for constraints with fill j and month m. Lastly, 

constraints 2.13 enforce the maximum overage in the MTOP contract, Djm, which may 

be a month and fill plant specific parameter. 

d+ < v+jm - jm VjEF,mEM (2.13) 

Objective 

Our multiple component objective function is presented below. 

tET kENj jEN iEl mEM jEF mEM jEF iEJ 

We include four components to minimize total cost. These are travel costs, leftover from 

MTOP, overage from MTOP, and lastly utilization variables. The heaviest weighted 

component, leftover from MTOP, refers to the sum of all djm variables. As the structure 

of MTOP requires full loads to be purchased ahead of time, it is greatly undesirable to 

have waste in the system, due to the cost of helium. Secondly, we include the overage from 

MTOP, or the sum of all djm variables. In addition to reducing the following month's 

MTOP in the case of an overage, a small fine is incurred for each of these variables, which 

we wish to minimize. Travel costs are also included; these costs, Cjk, apply to all active 
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Yijk variables. This parameter's values are directly related to days in transit for each y 

variable. Lastly, we include a small penalty on the sum of all ui so that for the case where 

a container is not utilized, ui will choose to be O (1 is also feasible). 

The coefficients of each objective component are based on historical approximations 

throughout the system. Left-over full loads from an MTOP contract are valued at 300 

times the cost of a day's travel time for a container (a). In addition, the overage costs, 

djm, were approximated at a tenth of the cost of a full load (/3 ). Lastly, epsilon was tested 

to ensure its value never altered the minimum cost solution, while still completing the 

definition for ui (currently set to .0002). Omitting the minute fraction from minimizing 

ui, the objective can be read as cost per thousand dollars over the planning horizon. 

2.3.3 Model Reductions 

Due to the helium supply chain structure, we are able to reduce the model size in terms of 

both variable definitions and constraints. Reductions were tested to never alter an optimal 

solution, rather to improve solve time. As discussed in section 2.3.1, by incorporating 

accessible index sets for all locations, we greatly reduce the number of variables in our 

model. For a test case using historical location and path data and a 60 day time horizon, 

we conclude the following reductions. Recall the main path variable, YLk· Prior to utilizing 

accessible sets: III = 134, feasible j ----+ k combinations= 2756, and ITI = 60. Enumerating 

these indices gives 22,158,240 y variables. After incorporating accessible set definitions 

there are only 750 feasible j ----+ k combinations, which gives 6,030,000 variables, or ~27% 

of the original amount. 

Other major variable reductions are in terms of the time index, t. Due to the nature 

of this supply chain, we can trace containers and determine the time ranges when certain 

situations may occur. The resultant major reductions are summarized in Table 2.8 below. 

Note "Percent Reduction" assumes that accessible sets are utilized as a baseline case. 
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Table 2.8: Definition Restrictions for y Variables 

PercentYLk Variable Subtype Define for ... 
Reduction 

j E F,k E Nf nc each delivery request time including time indices in 
~33

( fill to customer) time-window, {t - ~k , t} 

j E C U F, k E Nf n R each container's (i index) maintenance request 
(customer and fill plant times, if applicable, including time indices in ~15 
to maintenance facility) time-window, {t - ~k , t} 

times corresponding to each customer's demand
j E C U F , k E Nf n F 

requests , plus request length, plus travel and ~38
(customer to fill plant) 

holding times throughout path back to fill plant 

j E R ,k E Nf nF times corresponding to each container's 
(maintenance facility to maintenance request , plus request length, plus travel 
fill plant) and holding times throughout path back to fill plant 

For the last two situations above, note that containers must leave customer and main

tenance facilities immediately following their demand request or maintenance regulation; 

containers may only sit idle at fill locations. The reductions above apply to nearly every 

feasible location type combination ( e.g. customer to customer paths are never defined), 

only excluding fill plant to fill plant combinations which cannot be restricted via time in

dices. By strictly defining variables in this manner, our model becomes far more efficient. 

The final variable reduction corresponds to pre-processing the path index across ports, 

for all applicable location combinations (recall section 2.3.1) . These major reductions dis

cussed above, in combination with several minor situation-specific reductions encountered 

through further understanding of the problem, result in a ~95% reduction in main, path

variables. Note this number is sensitive to instance parameters such as frequency and 

length of delivery requests, however the above analysis was done based on historical data. 

A final observation is that this reduction pertains to a static model where all containers 

have the potential to be active throughout the horizon. We will show in the following sec

tion that a rolling horizon implementation further reduces variables by omitting particular 

containers or limiting their availability from one cascade to the next . 

Constraint reductions follow in the same manner as variable reductions. For example, 

given that containers may only arrive to any given customer within specific time-windows, 
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we implement the flow constraints at customer facilities only for those times. Similar logic 

is applied to nearly all constraint sets throughout the model where path variables apply. 

2.4 Rolling Horizon Solution Approach 

2.4.1 Structure 

Due to the uncertainty of demand data in this problem, we may not have several months' 

worth of data prior to running the model. Therefore, it is not realistic to simply run 

a several month period and implement the results to this problem. Instead, we use a 

rolling horizon approach which allows us to continuously run smaller sized models, which 

we will refer to as cascades, and implement results in such a way that future decisions 

are still considered. An addit ional reason for using this approach is that the model size 

may grow quite large with a several month, static t ime-horizon. Similar structures and 

terminology can be seen in Brown and Carlyle (2008), and Zhang and Karwan (2017). 

A sample framework is shown in Figure 2.6, in which k is the enactment period length 

and l is the rolling horizon model (cascade) length. By enactment period we refer to the 

time frame for implementation of decisions. Note however that this may differ slightly 

per container, depending on the container's action at the end of the enactment period 

(e.g. some container's path is implemented beyond the enactment period due to being in 

transit) . This concept is discussed in detail in section 2.4.2. 

In Figure 2.6 t here is an entire planning and enactment period of length, ITI. Due 

to size limitations and a continuous demand structure, it may only be realistic to run 

the model for l time periods, where l < ITI. Opposed to running two non-overlapping 

models, from times 1 to l, and l + l to ITI, we enact only a fraction of the first run and 

roll forward up until the last day of enactment. This is done so that we may plan for 

future decisions while still allowing new requests and data to be incorporated, in addit ion 

to reducing the model 's size. This structure is particularly useful in the helium supply 
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Total Time Frame 

- I - I - I - I I I . I I -I I - I . I ITI I 
Total Model (length l) 

Enactment Period 

1 2 k 

Total Model (length l) 

Enactment Period 

k k+l . 2k l+k 

Total Model (length l) 

Enactment Period 

2k 2k+l 3k /+2k 

Continue ... 

Figure 2.6: Rolling horizon framework 

chain due to lengthy travel times and supply requirements. For example, if we were to 

run a model from times 1 to l and implement the entire horizon, it may be the case that 

all free ISO containers returned to domestic fill plants to minimize travel costs. However, 

from times l + l and onward, there may be several foreign requests which in the long-run 

would have been far less costly to satisfy, in terms of travel times and MTOP, had we 

returned containers to foreign fills as well. A rolling horizon structure prevents this and 

other undesirable situations from occurring, due to myopic views of the dynamic problem. 

Note our problem structure dictates the settings of parameters k and l fairly strictly. 

Consider a three month planning horizon; MTOP contracts require us to solve up until 

the end of the final considered month (so as to accurately model overage and untaken 

load penalties). Moreover, as we wish to consider future decisions for containers, it is not 

realistic to run the model for a single month . Therefore, with a three month planning 

horizon (a reasonable horizon length in reality), our model lengths l should include the 

current months remainder, plus the following month (two considered months total). The 

rolling or enactment length, k, is non-advantageous when set too low (i.e. 5 days) as 

container operations such as transit or filling often take multiple days. Too large a value 

of k causes the approach to have too few cascades, resulting in slightly worse objective 

values. Therefore we require k to be around 10-15 days, a range of values whose objectives 

are relatively consistent. Figure 2.7 illustrates what sample cascades may look like in 
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reality, for a 75-day planning horizon. 

Month End of Jannary: 16 Days Febmary: 28 Days March: 31 Days 

Time Index 1 2 3 15 16 17 18 19 43 44 45 46 47 . . . 74 75 

First Cascade li------~---Lcc.ecccngt=h--'44-'--------------' 
Implementation Period 1 2 3 . .. 10 lll 
Second Cascade Length 34 

Implementation Period Ill 12 13 20 211 

Third Cascade Length 55 

Implementation Period l21 22 23 

Figure 2.7: Sample cascades 

2.4.2 Special Considerations 

Figure 2.8 visually summanzes the special considerations necessary for implementing a 

rolling horizon solution approach in the liquid helium supply chain problem. These con

siderations are discussed in detail in the following sections. 

Total Time Frame, 17] 

Static Model Implementation 

Solve entire model with all data from days 1 to ITl- .. 

Rolling Horizon / Cascade Approach 

Post-processing container actions/locations and demand data ( cascade 1) 

. I Pre-processing container location/initial times available and new demand data ( cascade 2)Implementahon 
1

period 
1 

Greater MTOP penalty INormal MTOP penalty 

I 

Cascade 2 ... continued until cascades reach I'll 

Pre-process maintenance data beyond current cascade 

Figure 2.8: Summary of special considerations in rolling horizon implementation 

Activities Spanning Multiple Cascades 

The coding for implementing a rolling horizon structure involves a relationship between 

both post-processing code for any given model, and pre-processing code for the model 
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pertaining to the following cascade. The goal of the post-processing code is to gather 

container information in the form of initial location and initial time available. The pre

processing code serves to enforce these conditions; ensuring containers enter flow con

straints properly and limiting the variable definitions to appropriate times beyond and 

including the initial time available. Due to the structure of our model's variables, it is 

often the case that a variable will not exist for some particular container directly at the 

end of the enactment period, from where we break the horizon and roll forward. Vari

ables will not exist for time intervals associated with holding times at various locations 

and transit times in the model's output. Therefore, we include post-processing code to 

determine and gather information regarding what each container would have done, had 

the original horizon been implemented entirely. 

Time Horizon 
Container# 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 l l 12 13 14 15 

fill plant in transit serving customer in transit 

2 serving customer in transit fill plant 

3 fill plant in transit satisfying maintenance request 

4 serving customer in transit fill plant in transit 

Figure 2.9: Sample container paths with horizon split at t = 8 

Figure 2.9 illustrates sample paths for four containers throughout the network, with 

highlighted areas displaying each container's action at the split in the horizon. Only 

one container, container 4, will have an associated variable in its final path at the split in 

horizon. In these situations, the particular container will simply be initialized immediately 

at the associated location. In the case of containers 1 through 3, we look out to the next 

active variable in the containers' paths, and initialize containers at the appropriate time 

and location in the following horizon, in turn allowing the container to complete its 

action whether it was in transit or satisfying a request. Container 1 for example would be 

initialized at the particular customer and t = 3 in the second horizon, corresponding to 

t = 11 in the first. At that point, the container will be available for use to return to the 

preferred fill location or maintenance facility, decided by the model. In situations similar 

to that of container 3 above, we satisfy the same requests that the first horizon planned 

on. Container 3 will be initialized at the maintenance location it was en route to, two 
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time periods into the second horizon. This will ensure that the maintenance request at 

time period two, previously at time 10 in the first horizon, is satisfied by the appropriate 

container. Note in all cases where a container is not available until some time, t > 0 in a 

horizon, all variables associated with the particular container, i, will not be defined prior 

to t. Other variable definition restrictions were described in the section 2.3.3. 

Maintenance Request Forecasting 

The characteristics of customer demand requests in this problem, in particular their oc

casional lengthy holding times, requires special implementation for cascade approaches. 

Consider the 75-day model with three cascades, shown earlier in Figure 2.7. The size 

of each model in this sample case is the remainder of the current month, plus an entire 

second month ( as discussed in section 2.4.1), while the implementation periods are 10 

days, prior to the final cascade. 

Suppose a particular container requires maintenance on time index 45, pertaining to 

the second day of March. This request will not be visible until the third cascade. With no 

consideration of this maintenance requirement in the second cascade, the model may send 

the container to a customer with a several month holding request in the implementation 

period: [11, 21]. This then causes infeasibility in the third cascade, as the container 

requiring maintenance is not available. This situation only applies to the cascade version 

of our model, as the static case of running a single 75-day problem would anticipate the 

maintenance request. 

By noting that maintenance regulations have fixed requirements in this problem ( e.g. 

every 3 months for regulation 1), we allow current cascades to recognize this data in the 

case that it falls outside the current cascade's time range. With this new data available, 

we can limit variable definitions that may potentially cause the undesirable situation 

described above, to occur. More specifically, for containers with maintenance requests 

any time in the future, we only allow arriving variables to customers defined for that 
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container if they may finish the particular customer request and return to an appropriate 

maintenance facility in time. In addition, this helps to further reduce the size of our 

model. 

Differential MTOP Penalty Weighting in Objective 

A second unintentional consequence while implementing a cascade approach is in terms 

of MTOP penalties. Recall the djm portion of the multiple component objective function 

(2.14), corresponding to the cost suffered for every untaken load of helium after a MTOP 

contract ends: a I:mEM I:jEF djm· The structure of the MTOP contract requires pur

chasing supply in months pertaining to when the load is taken from a fill plant, opposed 

to when a customer requires this shipment. This, in addition to occasional lengthy travel 

times for overseas deliveries, often requires loads to be purchased in one month which 

correspond to a delivery request in the following month. Therefore in a cascade approach, 

djm penalties are often unavoidable until the final cascade, when all requests throughout 

the horizon are finally visible. 

Consider the second cascade in Figure 2.7. Suppose there is a request in March, 

while not yet visible in the second cascade, yet still accounted for in that month's MTOP 

contract. The second cascade will inevitably suffer a djm penalty, as supply is greater 

than demand by a single load. However, the model for that cascade is indifferent between 

dj(January) = l and dj(February) = l, as they both have a coefficient of 300 in the objective 

function. In reality, we prefer this penalty to occur in the later month, allowing a chance 

for correction in the final cascade. Note that the implementation period in the second 

cascade goes through the end of January. The month of February however, is not yet fully 

implemented and therefore an untaken load penalty in this month will not actually be 

incurred until the following cascade. To ensure indifferent djm penalties are in fact taken 

from the final month of any cascade, we apply a slightly greater coefficient than a to the 

first month, where implementation will be final. With this, the sum of djm penalties is 

appropriately minimized in a cascade approach. 
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2.5 Computational Study 

2.5.1 Design of Experiments (DOE) 

In this section we discuss the multiple factors on which we test our model, as well as the 

characteristics of the historically based test case. This data was generated from a recent 

two-year period of a major business 's operations. We use a 75-day horizon with discrete, 

one-day time indices. In addition there are 40 containers in the system, three fill plants, 

a single maintenance facility, and 20 active customers in that time horizon. Distances 

between customers, fill plants, maintenance facilities, and ports, are proportional to travel 

time and subsequently travel cost. Approximately 100 requests exist in our horizon, 90% of 

which are demand requests at customer locations and the remainder being maintenance 

regulation requests for particular containers. The times for customer delivery requests 

are kept consistent throughout the DOE, however we include the holding time lengths for 

requests as a factor for testing in the DOE. MTOP schedules are a second factor tested. 

We consider two feasible MTOP schedules per problem, meaning supply equals demand, 

however schedules differ greatly by the location of supply. 

A third major factor of interest is testing the static, 75-day models against a cascade 

implementation. The structure of supply contracts in this problem requires any given 

model to end with a full month ( opposed to the last time index corresponding to some 

day prior to the end of the month). This is because our model aims to meet MTOP 

schedules, and cannot accomplish this without considering the entirety of the final month. 

Therefore, our 75-day horizon involves a partial month, followed by two full months. For 

the cascade approach we use a 10-day implementation period, resulting in three cascades 

per 75-day horizon, assuming each model considers the remainder of a current month and 

one full month following that. This structure was outlined in Figure 2.7. 

A final factor of interest pertains to container utilization; in particular, whether we 

can achieve feasible solutions in the system with fewer containers, and how our objective 
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changes with this. We perform these analyses with the U parameter, which enforces an 

upper bound on utilized containers in the system. This is further discussed in section 

2.3.2, where constraints 2.8 and 2.9 are explained. The complete experimental design is 

summarized in Figure 2.10. 

Case Demand Request Type 
MTOP 

Schedule Implement with ... 'U Reduction 

1 
Static III= 40, 39, ... , infeasible 

1 
Baseline Holding Times 

(15.6 days per request average) 
2 

Cascade Approach 

Static 
Extent of'U reduction 
specific to each case ... 

Cascade Approach 

Static 
1 

2 
Holding Times +10% 

(17.5 days per request average) 

Cascade Approach 

Static 
2 

Cascade Approach 

Static 
I 

3 
Holding Times -20% 

(12.0 days per request average) 

Cascade Approach 

Static 
2 

Cascade Approach 

Figure 2.10: Outline of experimental design 

2.5.2 Computational Results 

All cases were implemented in Java 8, using CPLEX version 12.6.1. This was performed 

on an Intel Core i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60 GHz processor, and 8 GB of RAM. In terms of 

solve time, all static 75-day models, with non-restrictive U values (i.e. U = III) were 

solved to optimality after 90 seconds on average. In the case of reducing U, the static 

75-day models solved on average in 23.37 minutes, across the 34 total cases. For these 

cases reducing U, an optimality tolerance was set to 1% in most runs; however several 

reached optimality without needing the tolerance. Three of these 34 cases required a 2% 

optimality gap tolerance, as the occasional trend while solving this problem was to find a 

good solution within a short period of time, and then taking a long time to confirm this 

solution's optimality. At 1% these problems were not solved within one hour. There is no 

significant correlation between reducing U values once below III, and solve time (i.e. it is 

not the case that the lower we constrict U, the longer the solve time). Lastly, all cases 
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done through the cascade implementation solved to optimality in several seconds, as each 

cascade is only a fraction the length of the entire 75-day planning horizon. 

In Figure 2.11, we plot objective function values as a function of the U parame

ter. Each plot corresponds to each demand request type (baseline, +10%, and -20% 

respectively), and within each plot we have the static, 75-day objectives and the cascade 

approach objectives, for both MTOP schedules. 
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Figure 2.11: Objective values as a function of U for (top to bottom) baseline, +10% 
increased, and -20% decreased holding lengths 
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In terms of the MTOP schedules, all runs ( cascade and static) were able to meet 

supply contracts without incurring djm and d1m penalties, even with dramatically different 

schedules. The objective values are solely from the travel cost component of the objective. 

We see the second MTOP schedule has slightly worse objectives in all static models. This 

is not the case with the cascade approach, as seen by the several points of intersection 

between the narrow lines of each plot. 

Figure 2.11 illustrates several other points. First, there is a monotonic increase in 

objective function values as U decreases in all static cases (bold lines). For many instances 

we achieve the same objective value with one fewer container. However, as we continue 

reducing the number of utilized containers in the system, the objective eventually worsens 

until model infeasibility. In contrast, with the cascade approaches for each problem type, 

there is no worsening objective trend. The cascade approach however, consistently does 

slightly worse than its respective static model, i.e. each cascade line lies strictly above 

the corresponding static line. This is expected since the static model sees the future 

perfectly while the cascade approach is the only viable approach to handle an evolving, 

dynamic system. Thus the static case provides a lower bound on cost. There is no obvious 

trend outlining how much worse the cascade approach performs compared to the static 

model. However, in the third plot (-20% holding), the average difference between each 

is approximately 35% lower than that of the other two plots. This may be the result of 

more flexibility in the system at -20% holding times. 

A further note on objectives is that they are not overly sensitive to holding lengths. 

At U = 40, the three static models under the first MTOP schedule have objective values 

916 (case 1), and 911 (case 2 and 3). This remaining discrepancy is due to time-window 

lengths. For example, the baseline case with objective value 916, can be reduced to 911 

if the maintenance time-window length is increased. This is because some container was 

forced to leave a customer after satisfying a request, and had to return to a fill plant prior 

to routing to a maintenance facility. However, with a longer time-window the container 

could go straight from customer to maintenance at a cheaper travel cost (recall discussion 

in section 2.3.1). 
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An additional measure of interest is average container utilization, which differs from 

prior definitions of utilization discussed. Recall we define a container utilized (ui = 1) if 

it ever services a customer or maintenance facility at any time in the horizon; whether 

traveling towards, from, or holding at such a location. Average container utilization is a 

more specific measure, defined as the fraction of time indices for which xL -/- 1, averaged 

across all utilized containers. In other words, this measure gathers the portion of time 

that utilized containers are not sitting idle, formally defined below. 

Note we post-process this measure thus its nonlinearity has no implications with our 

model. Below (Figure 2.12) we plot average container utilization against containers uti

lized, for each holding time setting (within plot) and each MTOP schedule (separate 

plots). The horizontal axis refers to containers utilized and not U. For this reason we do 

not have complete data points for all values. For example, with U = 40, it may be the 

case that an optimal solution utilizes 38 containers (indifferent with 39 or 40 containers 

in the system), thus at 38 containers we know average container utilization. We see clear 

trends above corresponding to average container utilization monotonically increasing with 

less containers, an intuitive trend as with less containers in the system we expect more 

utilization amongst them. In addition, this utilization measure is clearly affected by hold

ing time lengths. This is seen by the plots for increased holding times lying strictly above 

(and in one case equal to) baseline cases, and baseline cases strictly above decreased hold

ing times cases, for all data points recorded. We see most cases approach 80% average 

container utilization prior to infeasibility. A final point is in regards to the lower bound 

on U for each case plotted. For both MTOP schedules, the -20% reduced holding time is 

able to achieve a feasible solution with only 31 containers utilized in the system, while this 

bound is increased to 32 and 33 as holding times increase in the other cases. Trade-offs 

in comparison with objective function values at these different points can be considered 

in Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.12: Average container utilization as a function of the containers utilized for (top 
to bottom) MTOP schedules 1 and 2 

2.6 Concluding Remarks 

In this work we have presented a large-scale, discrete time, path-based, mixed-integer 

programming model for the liquid helium global supply chain. In our model we considered 

supply contracts unique to the helium business, as well as detailed routing components of 

ISO containers throughout the network. We established a rolling horizon implementation 

as it is the most realistic option for continuous optimization in the helium supply chain, 
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and discussed special considerations necessary in the rolling horizon approach. Thorough 

comprehension of the network allowed for roughly a 95% reduction in main variables to 

model our problem. Subsequently, we achieved efficient computation times; averaging 

90 seconds to optimality for problems based on historical data and reasonable horizon 

lengths. Prescriptive analyses regarding feasibility and differing costs with less containers 

in the network are provided, averaging 23 minutes computation time to run each case 

(roughly 1 % optimality gap). These analyses may serve as a useful tool for future decision 

makers in the helium business, allowing for consideration of explicit marginal benefits with 

additional ( or reduced) ISO containers in the supply chain. 
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Chapter 3 

Packaged Gas Supply Chain 

Planning with Network-wide SKU 

Rationalization 

3.1 Introduction 

Stock keeping units (SKU's) refer to the unique identification labels for products offered 

by a business. Often, businesses accumulate extremely high numbers of SKU's in order 

to satisfy growing diversity in customer needs and demands. Such variance in product 

offerings leads to further complexity throughout the associated supply chain as well as 

higher costs. Managing product variety therefore becomes a crit ical topic of research, 

and is often analyzed from the perspective of SKU rationalization. The process of SKU 

rationalization entails determining which SKU 's should be eliminated ( if at all) , as well as 

analyzing the associated effects of said rationalization. These positive effects may relate 

to reduced costs in terms of production, distribution, and inventory considerations. In 

combination with potential lost demand however, SKU rationalization becomes a sensit ive 

process for decision makers throughout many businesses. 
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A closely related topic to SKU rationalization is that of pooling, or inventory pooling. 

Swinney (2012) define two types of pooling: location and product. Location pooling 

refers to combining demands from separate geographic markets, e.g. creating a universal 

warehouse and distribution center in place of several smaller ones (?). Product pooling 

on the other hand, refers to satisfying several demands for different products with a single 

product, a concept intertwined with SKU rationalization. Alfaro and Corbett (2003) may 

be referenced for further analyses regarding the value and relationships between such 

concepts. 

In our business application, an industrial packaged gas supply chain, SKU rational

ization is particularly advantageous as it may entail lower production and transportation 

costs, as well as simplified operational complexity. There exists ample literature in the 

topic of product substitution, a topic intertwined with SKU rationalization. We wish 

to employ related concepts from this area in our application of SKU rationalization, in 

an effort to preserve demand. In other words, we wish to determine how to achieve 

the aforementioned benefits of SKU rationalization, while still incorporating production 

and distribution layers of the supply chain, and not losing any of the current market or 

customer-base. A typical customer signs a one-year renewable contract for our considered 

business to be their supplier. 

A major contribution of our work then becomes modeling a network-wide SKU ratio

nalization structure, as opposed to the single-depot SKU rationalization problems found in 

the literature (see section 3.2.2). The remainder of the introduction delves more closely 

into the particular business operations and supply chain network (section 3.1.1), and 

presents our problem statement in a descriptive manner (section 3.1.2). 

3.1.1 Industrial Gas Application and Operational Network 

In this particular industrial gas application, the company produces over 2,000 SKU's for 

roughly 300,000 domestic customers. The high variety of product offerings is derived from 
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several types of product specifications; in particular, mixture, concentration, and size of 

packaged gas containers. Examples of what these specifications may entail are presented 

in Table 3.1. The motivations for rationalization in this application, discussed prior, are 

comparable with that of other industries. 

Table 3.1: Examples of SKU Variance Differentiating SKU i and SKU j 

Variance Type SKU i SKU j 

Mixture 95/5% oxygen/nitrogen 95/5% oxygen/argon 

Concentration 99.9% oxygen 99.999% oxygen 

Container Size 99.9% oxygen (120 ft3 ) 99.9% oxygen (240 ft3 ) 

The production and distribution network is refined into three location types or nodes: 

plants, warehouses, and customers. Stores are combined with the customer set of nodes, 

as they can be thought of as the final considered leg of the supply chain from the business's 

perspective. Further, all plants also serve as warehouses, therefore these nodes may be 

referred to as plants or plant/warehouses interchangeably. Note however that warehouse 

locations exclusively serve to hold products as an intermediate node in distribution, with 

no production capabilities. In terms of product movement, an SKU is produced at a 

plant, travels throughout the interior network (plant and warehouse nodes), and ends in 

the exterior network (customer nodes). 

Due to differing storage capabilities within the interior network, varying costs of pro

duction throughout plants, and a wide range of trade-offs existing between transportation 

costs and these factors; a link-flow formulation becomes appropriate. Limiting the num

ber of locations between production of an SKU and customer delivery is undesirable, as 

it could be the case that a several-node path is economically viable. The potential for 

lengthy paths subsequently deems a link-path formulation inefficient and undesirable due 

to the exponential nature of such problems' growth; namely the fact that such paths must 

be defined prior to solving. Lastly, very few limitations are desired within the interior 

network in terms of accessible locations, meaning plant and warehouse nodes should be 

fully connected in an effort to potentially improve our solution pool. A sample opera

tional network including two plants (Pl and P2), two warehouses (Wl and W2), and 
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one customer (Cl), is shown in Figure 3.1, where Cl requires demand for one SKU which 

may be produced at either, or both Pl and P2. 

Figure 3.1: Sample operational network for a single demand in the SKU supply chain 
considered 

3.1.2 Problem Statement 

The packaged gas application introduced presents two major approaches for improvement, 

without and with the inclusion of substitutable demands. The first approach is as fol

lows: given that customer demand is not changeable, how can we reduce the system-wide 

costs with the consideration of distribution costs and production cost variance throughout 

plants? This problem is a relatively traditional supply chain planning problem, primarily 

concerned with production, demand allocation, and distribution decisions. The second 

problem statement includes the first's requirements, however extends the problem by al

lowing changed demands: if customer demand can be changed or substituted, how can we 

further reduce the system-wide costs? We will refer to these problems as baseline and 

secondary, respectively. 

While our main focus is on the secondary problem, effectively solving the baseline 

case is advantageous in order to establish a basis for improvement via introducing substi

tutable demands. For that reason we model both problems as a singular math program, 

allowing for varying levels of substitution (if at all) with certain parameters. While this 
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work falls under the category of SKU rationalization, this is not the only objective. This 

is because the explicit removal of SKU's from the system in the baseline case with un

changing demands, is not possible. Further, one may not want to remove SKU's, or know 

the optimal level of reduction, in the secondary model. Therefore the following, more 

comprehensive objective is considered in the collective model: minimize production and 

transportation costs while abiding by the levels of substitution allowed throughout the 

system. This objective may simultaneously reduce SKU variance at locations and overall 

SKU offerings, as studied in the section 3.5.2. 

This problem is approached with a long-term mindset. Particularly, production, 

allocation, and distribution decisions which may be sufficient for at least a year-long 

planning horizon are desired. This allows the plants to know what SKU's they will be 

producing for a significant amount of time to efficiently plan their production setups. With 

that being said, it is desirable to model this problem and the aforementioned decisions 

without an explicit notion of time, in order to improve computational efficiency. This 

may be achieved by aggregating demand and other instance parameters for the required 

planning horizon, and subsequently solving the system. Consequently, an optimal solution 

for the year would include total production types and levels throughout the entire system, 

as well as optimal paths for each demand, from production to end-delivery. 

SKU movement and production is constrained in several ways throughout the net

work discussed in section 3.1.1. Demand constraints are required, whether with original 

demands or some substituted demand assuming substitution was allowed. Plant and ware

house nodes are each subject to some storage capacity, calculated via average turnover 

rates of the SKU's throughout the year. This measure is used as this is a year-long 

decision planning problem, and including intricate day-by-day storage constraints is not 

necessary. Production capacities are similarly constrained and production is considered at 

the line-level (i.e. plants may have different lines and lines may produce different SKU's). 

The remainder of constraints included pertain to balancing flow in the network, modeling 

substitutable demands, and completing various required variable definitions. 
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3.2 Literature Review 

A discussion regarding related literature for the considered problem is intricate in that 

several areas of literature are overlapped, as well as merged. Figure 3.2 provides a brief 

overview of these literature relationships, with the topics most applicable to our work 

shown in bold. Generally speaking, we seek to apply SKU rationalization, in the form of 

a variant of product substitution, towards a traditional supply chain planning problem, 

including both production and distribution decisions. 

General Supply SKU 
Chain Literature Rationalization 

Qualitative 
Measures for 

Distribution/ Businesses 
Routing 

Production Inventory 
Planning Management 

Assortment 
Planning 

Product 
Substitution 

Figure 3.2: Relationships of related literature 

The remainder of the review is organized as follows. Section 3.2.1 presents an overview 

of SKU rationalization literature, with a heavier focus on the immense body of work 

pertaining to product substitution. Section 3.2.2 then contributes to this with a focus on 

the aspects of our problem closer related to supply chain literature. 

3.2.1 SKU Rationalization Components 

SKU rationalization literature may be divided into two major categories: qualitative mea

sures for businesses and more technical approaches which incorporate analytical tools or 
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optimization in some way. Examples of the former are as follows. Gilliland (2011) recog

nizes that roughly 80% of business revenue comes from 20% of product offerings, meaning 

many product offerings contribute very little to total revenue ( e.g. a particular food com

pany found 25% of offerings yielded 0.5% of total revenue; a particular apparel company 

found 50% of offerings yielded 1 % of total revenue). They go on to discuss instances and 

characteristics surrounding such low-profit items which indicate they still should not be 

pruned, or rationalized. In work done by Hansen et al. (2012), complexity costs are calcu

lated: non-value-added costs associated with offering a larger number of products. This 

provides a more accurate performance measure for individual product variants, and sub

sequently may be used as a decision making tool for product substitutions, eliminations, 

and/or introductions. 

There is also a category of SKU rationalization literature which utilizes analytical 

tools or optimization in some way, however does not incorporate any notions of substi

tution. These works usually cross into the category of inventory management. Millstein 

et al. (2014) for example, enhance an often-used "ABC method" of inventory grouping, 

which categorizes items into three classes based on sales and usage. They propose an im

proved mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) formulation for such grouping, based 

on demand, profit, budget, and several other cost factors. We refrain from elaborating on 

such works as our major focus is on product substitution as a form of SKU rationalization, 

opposed to inventory management considerations. 

In Figure 3.2, "product substitution" is listed as an offshoot of SKU Rationalization 

literature as the terms are fairly synonymous. In the literature, product substitution 

usually involves a reduction in the number of products offered (SKU rationalization). A 

counterexample of this is seen in Chiang (2010), where "stock-out based" substitution is 

studied, i.e. using a different channel of distribution within the same company when an 

item is simply out of stock. The types and characteristics of product substitution in the 

literature are in fact very diverse. Shin et al. (2015) present an excellent review of such 

literature, as well as formalize various criterion of substitution characteristics, which are 

adapted for the remainder of this discussion. 
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A major criteria in classifying substitution is the decision maker, meaning that substi

tution may be either customer-driven or supplier-driven. An example of customer-driven 

substitution is seen in Yu.eel et al. (2009), where they consider optimizing product as

sortment in a single retail space via supplier selections and orders. In such a setting, 

the retailer has little control over customer-choice or demand substitutions, and must 

model customer behavior stochastically ( e.g. if product A isn't available the probability 

a customer will substitute towards product Bis 0.8). On the other hand, supplier-driven 

substitution is more manageable as this usually entails having substituting goods and 

determining optimal inventory levels for some demand. This type of substitution is often 

within the inventory management literature; categorized as the inventory decision substi

tution mechanism in Shin et al. (2015). A prime example of this is Hsu and Bassok (1999), 

where a semiconductor manufacturing example is used to motivate the problem. The yield 

quality of chips is random for such production, with many chips falling below "perfect" 

quality. These sub-optimal chips may however, still be used to satisfy "inferior" demands, 

e.g. an intended SO-megahertz chip produced at 66-megahertz can satisfy demand for a 

50-megahertz chip. Such substitution structure is known as full downward substitution. 

The substitution structure in our problem is unique in that it includes a partial variant 

of this concept, however cannot be fully classified with preexisting terminology; this is 

thoroughly explained in section 3.3.2. Further, note that this example of supplier-driven 

substitution exists as a partial remedy for nondeterministic processes or demand, as is 

often the case in literature (see Rao et al. (2004) as well). The treatment of substitution 

in our problem is fundamentally different as demand is known for some period of time, 

and there is no focus on balancing inventory. Rather, the potential benefits via introduc

ing notions of substitution in an already stable system are studied, as discussed in the 

problem statement throughout section 3.1.2. 

Our use of product substitution can be seen as a cross between customer and supplier

driven. On one hand, we (as the supplier) assume some substitution settings and solve 

the system given these settings, in turn providing a lower-bound on total system costs, 

assuming minimization. A sort of "preference list" is not considered for each customer, as 
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sometimes seen in the literature (Yiicel et al., 2009), which allows for lost demand given the 

short list of preferred product substitutes is fully rationalized. Instead, customer behavior 

is studied via altering binary parameter levels specifying theoretically whether or not the 

customers are willing to substitute each demand (see section 3.3.2). Given this setting, the 

actual substitution or swap is left as a decision considering model constraints and costs. 

Further, varying degrees of what defines realistic substitutions are considered, based on 

SKU characteristics (see section 3.5.2). With this, the maximum potential via introducing 

SKU substitution may be studied, leading to a basis for customer incentivization (section 

3.5.3). This approach is appropriate for the particular industry setting as there is such 

high variance in product offerings along with an application itself that is not one of 

overbearing "personal preference" (e.g. food and clothing industries). A summary of our 

goal via incorporating substitution is shown in Figure 3.3. 

Optimize 
Current 
System 

Basis for Improved 
lncentivization System 

Optimize
Substitution 

Theoretical
Settings 

System 

Figure 3.3: Illustration of Substitution Usage 

3.2.2 Supply Chain Components 

As stated earlier, we wish to introduce concepts from demand substitution into a tra

ditional supply chain planning problem with both production and distribution compo

nents. Combining network-wide supply chain planning decisions within a model with 

substitutable demand has yet to be researched to the best of our knowledge, thus this 

becomes one of the major contributions. Some research does however include further legs 

of the considered supply chain, however not to the extent considered in this work (i.e. 

network-wide distribution). 

Yiicel et al. (2009) for example, include a selection of suppliers for ordering decisions 

in their work. However, they assume each product is supplied by exactly one supplier. 
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In comparison, we include production of the SKU along with distribution throughout 

intermediate warehousing nodes and finally to end-customers or stores, all as model deci

sions. With such a network-wide structure, a more effective model may be provided via 

combining suppliers at intermediate warehouses or even allowing more than one supplier 

to directly ship to some customer, proportionally satisfying their demand (see section 

3.5.1). Rao et al. (2004) extend the work of Hsu and Bassok (1999) by introducing setup 

and unit production costs into their model for multiple product substitution. This could 

be done in an effort to motivate rationalization, which is included in our problem at 

hand as well. Both papers however, assume production cost is proportional to production 

quantity. In our particular problem setting, it has been observed that per-unit variable 

costs of production actually reduce with quantity (economies-of-scale), deeming such lin

ear cost functions inappropriate. Treatment of this problem component is discussed in 

section 3.3.1. Further, papers such as these draw complexity from inventory management 

concepts such as holding, shortage, and salvage costs, in addition to stochastic demands. 

Given deterministic demand parameters in our model, most inventory considerations may 

be simplified and a heavier focus is placed on allocation and distribution decisions. As 

the literature combining further components of the supply chain beyond the given setting 

of substitution is scarce, as well as nonexistent when considering network-wide planning, 

we refrain from further elaboration and summarize this information in Table 3.2. 

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section 3.3 discusses the eco

nomic opportunities in our problem, followed by the full model formulation in section 3.4. 

Following this, computational studies and results are presented throughout section 3.5. 

Lastly, concluding remarks are provided in section 3.6. 

3.3 Economic Opportunity 

Beyond minimizing transportation costs and fixed costs of production in this problem, 

there are other areas for economic opportunities presented in this section. Section 3.3.1 
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Table 3.2: Treatment of demand substitution and levels of supply chain considered m 
related literature 

Citation and Broad Area 
Treatment of Demand 
Substitution 

Levels of Supply Chain 

Yi.icel et al. (2009) , 
product assortment 

"substitution matrix": ratios of 
demand shifts/preferences given 
product was removed 

supplier selection --+ retailer 

Gi.irler and Yilmaz 
(2010) , inventory 
coordination 

two products with two-way 
substitution 

single retailer +-+ single 
manufacturer 

Hsu and Bassok (1999), 
inventory management 

stochastic production, full 
downward substitution 

raw material --+ yield and 
demand allocation ( distinct 
subproblem given prior stage) 

Rao et al. (2004) , 
inventory management 

deterministic production 
(multiple products), downward 
and upward substitution 

production decisions --+ 
demand allocation ( distinct 
subproblem given prior stage) 

Chiang (2010), stock-out based substitution via supplier --+ direct customer or 
channels of distribution dual-channel distribution supplier --+ retailer --+ customer 

discusses the treatment of economies-of-scale in this problem while section 3.3.2 introduces 

our use of demand substitution. 

3.3.1 Quantity-Dependent Costs of Production 

SKU production costs are composed of two parts: fixed and variable costs of production. 

Fixed costs pertain to the materials necessary for the SKU's production, thus they are 

incurred given any production of the SKU on a particular line. Variable costs are more 

so related to the production process of SKU's. Further, in this problem economies-of

scale have been historically observed with variable costs of production. In other words, 

per-unit variable costs of production reduce with higher quantities, due to specifics of the 

production process. 

The packaged gas production line is connected to multiple pure gas tanks via pipelines. 

Valves are then set to control the purity and mixture percentage of the packaged gas prod

uct. Once prepared, multiple identical cylinders are filled on the line simultaneously. The 

unit costs of filling these containers vary with how many containers are actually being 
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filled, given the setup costs are relatively consistent. The idea of line-utilizat ion is there

fore one driver of economies-of-scale in this business. Further, whenever the production 

line is changed for a new SKU type, a cleanup process is incurred for the leftover gas 

in the pipeline. For these reasons, per-unit production costs reduce at higher quantities, 

deeming large-scale production desirable. Variable costs of production as a function of 

production quantity subsequently imply that the total variable cost of production (given 

some plant, line, and SKU), is a nonlinear term. 

While such cost-breaks are advantageous in reality, their inclusion in our objective 

create a significant layer of complexity. This is due to the fact that nonlinear or mixed

integer quadratic programming (MIQP) solvers, are necessary to address such squared

variables in the objective. This complexity, in combination with the size of our model, 

deemed MIQP solvers inefficient and unrealistic for implementation. For example, the 

introduction of a singular nonlinear term (i.e. one plant, line, and SKU) while holding the 

remainder of variable costs constant, was computationally intractable even after several 

days on a reasonable CPU. To provide a more effective and accurate model however, this 

concept of decreased marginal variable production costs is included. For these reasons, a 

piece-wise linear approximation of the variable cost of production function is used, so as 

to model reduced per-unit production costs while still providing an efficient model. 

Figure 3.4 illustrates this concept. In (a), a production-dependent (p) variable cost 

of production is shown. Multiplying this cost by the total production, p, achieves the non

linear, total cost function, shown in (b). The red lines correspond to a simple, two-piece 

linear approximation of the total cost function. With such an approximation, problem 

linearity may be preserved in the model. For analyses regarding error bounds via using 

such objective approximations, Thakur (1978) may be referenced. 

Piece-wise approximations require additional constraint sets and variables, especially 

for the case of minimizing convex piecewise functions. Modern day solvers however ( e.g. 

CPLEX), include several packages to accomplish this simply given characteristics of each 

piece-wise approximation. These characteristics include slopes of each piece, breakpoints 
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(a) Unit Costs 

cost 

---------2'VC(p) 

--+------------------------->P 

(b) Total Costs 

VC(p) * p 

Figure 3.4: Sample unit variable costs of production (a), and total variable costs of 
production with a simple piece-wise linearization (b) 

or production levels where the following cost break will occur, and one point on the 

function. For this reason, we avoid explicitly showing such constraints and additional 

notation in our model. Hadley and Whitin (1963) and Bisschop (2006) may be referenced 

however for further explanation of the specific linear constraints added via utilizing such 

cost functions. Lastly, in section 3.5.2 a discussion is provided regarding how such inputs 

for our case study are gathered. 

3.3.2 Substitutable Demand 

In order to model substitutable demands, notions of equivalence sets and swapping are 

introduced, formally defined in Definitions 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 below. Note that while this 

particular industry setting shares many similarities with some formalized definitions of 

substitution (Deniz et al., 2004), unique terminology are defined and utilized as prior def

initions cannot thoroughly include all aspects of substitution considered in this problem. 
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Definition 3.3.1. equivalence set: For any SKU s, SKU s is in it's equivalence set, S;, 

if it can be exchanged and still satisfy a customer's demand for s, potentially with a shift 

in quantity. 

Definition 3.3.2. swapped demand: For any customer k's demand for SKU s, D%,, de

mand D%'8 is a swapped demand if it contains an equivalent SKU, s, potentially with a 

shift in quantity. 

In the packaged gas application, there are two types of possible equivalence for SKU's: 

purity and size equivalence. Purity equivalence involves exchanging an SKU with another 

of the exact same gas type, mixture, and container size, however with higher purity. An 

example of this would be exchanging 99.9% pure oxygen with 99.999% pure oxygen, in the 

same container. A swapped demand of this type would not require any change in demand 

quantity, i.e. the swapped demand D%'8 = DZ. Such a swap may cost the business more 

to produce given that higher purity costs more, however they may save in overall costs 

for a number of reasons; thus the possibility is considered. These reasons include the 

economic trade-offs between operational limitations, transportation costs and distances, 

and fixed costs of producing the original SKU at all. Note however, that this purity 

equivalence from s to s is not symmetric, e.g. a customer's demand for 99.999% pure 

oxygen cannot be satisfied via 99.9% pure oxygen. For that reason, summing over the set, 

s E Si, is occasionally required throughout the model as well: the set of SKU's which 

s had equivalence with. Note this type of substitution is mathematically very similar to 

the concept of downward substitution, which Hsu and Bassok (1999) and Rao et al. (2004) 

may be referenced for further explanation. 

Size equivalence entails exchanging an SKU with another of the exact same gas type, 

mixture, and purity, however with a different container size. An example of this would 

be exchanging 99.9% pure oxygen in a 120 cubic feet (ft3 ) container, with 99.9% pure 

oxygen in a 240 ft3 container. While this relationship is symmetric, i.e. each SKU 

is in eachother's equivalence set, a change in demand quantity is required to satisfy the 

8original demand. A scaling coefficient is therefore defined, SCALING 8
' , so as to calculate 
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8 8DZ'8 =DZ* SCALING8 
' . Note that SCALING8 

' = l for all purity equivalences. An 

example of a swapped demand is as follows: if in the pure oxygen case above the customer's 

original demand was for 10 containers of 99.9% pure oxygen in a 120 ft3 container, the 

scaling factor for equivalent demand of 99.9% pure oxygen in a 240 ft3 container (an 

SKU in the original SKU's equivalence set) is pre-processed as 0.5. Therefore we'd have 

DZ,S = DZ * SCALINcs ,s ----+ 10 * 0.5 = 5, as the required demand if such a swap were 

incurred. Our use of size equivalence is partially comparable with upward substitution, 

discussed in Hsu and Bassok (1999). 

Lastly, to address the situation where some customers may not wish to swap their 

demand, depending on their particular application setting or for other miscellaneous rea

sons, not all demands which can be swapped (according to S;) are allowed to swap. This 

idea is achieved with the parameter, CANSWAPt a binary indicator specifying whether 

or not customer k is willing to swap their demand for SKU s. This is a useful parameter to 

test our model from a theoretical perspective discussed in section 3.2.1, analyzing poten

tial cost savings at varying levels throughout the wide range of demands. Such analyses 

follow in section 3.5.2. 

3.4 The SKU Rationalization Model 

Section 3.4.1 discusses capabilities and assumptions of our model, followed by the full 

formulation and explanations in section 3.4.2. We also discuss the model's computa

tional complexity as well as the chosen methodology in section 3.4.3, prior to discussing 

computational studies. 

3.4.1 Model Capabilities and Assumptions 

In addition to including both static and substitutable demand capabilities in the model, 

the possibility for additional line investments are included in order to establish a more 
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effective model for it's application. New line investment at a plant entails creating an 

additional number of lines (integer) of duplicate production capabilities and capacities 

as one which already exists at that plant. Such investments incur a capital cost in our 

objective, and may be excluded via parameter settings within the model. 

In terms of the scope of our model, we focus on families of SKU's and regions of 

the operational network. While focusing on families of SKU's greatly reduces the size 

of our model, it is a reasonable assumption as families of industrial gases often require 

similar production requirements. For example, plants/lines which produce variants of 

oxygen gases often exclusively do such, therefore the oxygen family can be thought of as 

a separate supply chain. Further, the model is limited regionally in the United States as 

distribution is unrealistic without this assumption. For example, it is never economically 

viable to produce some SKU west of the Mississippi River and deliver throughout the 

network to New York. These assumptions help contain the model size greatly; e.g. for 

the oxygen product family within the northeast region of the United States, there exist a 

few thousand customers ( of >300,000 total) and roughly one hundred SKU's ( of >2,000 

total). 

3.4.2 Model Formulation and Explanation 

For ease of comprehension and notation consistency throughout the model, "s E S" will 

indicate an already swapped SKU whenever applicable, while "s E S" will refer to SKU's 

in a general sense. Complete lists of our index sets, parameters, and decision variables 

are presented in Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 respectively. Each category of constraints is then 

presented and explained, followed by a discussion of our objective. 
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I 

Table 3.3: Indices and Sets 

set of plant/ warehouse combined facilities 

Li set of lines in plant/ warehouse facility i; Vi E I 

J set of strictly warehouse facilities 
K set of customers (including stores) 

s set of all SKU's 
s+ s set of SKU's which have equivalence with SKU s (including itself); V s E S 

Si set of SKU's which s has equivalence with (including itself); Vs E S 

SWAP set of pairs (k , s) such that D 't, > 0 and CANSWAPt = l; where k EK, s ES 

SWAP set of pairs (k , s) such that D 't, > 0 and CANSWAPt = O; where k EK, s ES 

Si ,li set of SKU's which are produced on line li of plant i; Vi E I , li E Li 

FS(q) all locations that location q may directly travel to ( forward star); V q E I U J 
RS(q) all locations that location q may directly travel from ( reverse star); 

VqElUJUK 

Table 3.4: Parameters 

n s 
k customer k 's demand for SKU s; V k E K, s E S 

SCALINGs,s weight used to identify proportion of SKU s equivalent to SKU s 
(SCALINGs,s = CF_SCALEs/CF_SCALE8); Vs ES , s ES; 
equivalent demand in terms of s, corresponding to customer k 's original 
demand for s n s (D s,s = n s * SCALINGs,s )· V k EK s ES s Es+ , k k k , , , s 

CANSWAPk 1 if customer k is willing to swap their demand for SKU type s , 
0 otherwise; V k E K , s E S 

PCAPi ,li production capacity on line li of plant i; Vi EI, li E L i 

upper bound on how many additional production lines may be added of 

type li at plant i; Vi E I, li E L i 

SCAPq scaled parameter specifying the storage capacity per some estimated time 

length at location q; V q E I U J 
CF_SCALEs "cubic-feet" scaling coefficient for SKU s , to normalize SKU's for 

production capacities (physical amount of gas); V s E S 

T E_SCALEs "t-equivalent" scaling coefficient for SKU s , to normalize SKU's for vehicle 

and storage capacities (physical amount of space); V s E S 

FC!,1; fixed cost for production of SKU type s on line li of plant i; 

v i E 1, zi E Li , s E s i,l; 

VCf 1 (p) variable, per-unit cost for production of SKU types on line li of plant i , 
, ' 

given production amount p (p f 1 ); Vi EI, li E Li , s E Sil 
,, , i 'i 

Cqq' transportation cost per unit from location q to location q'; 

V q E JU J , q' E FS(q) 

C APCOSTi,l; capital cost per addition of line type li of plant i; Vi E I, li E L i 
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Table 3.5: Decision Variables 

*x~q' E ffi.ci amount of SKU s transported from location q to location q'; 

V q E I U J, q' E F S (q), s E S

*y;: E ffi.ci amount of SKU swith equivalence to SKU s, transported from 

location q to customer k; V (k , s) E SWAP, q E RS(k) , s ES;; 

and V (k ,s) E SWAP, q E RS(k) ,s = s 

*p8 E JR.+ amount of SKU s produced in facility i on line li;i ,li 0 

v i E 1, zi E Li , s E si ,li 

9i ,li E {O, 1, ... , UGi ,zJ number of additional lines of type li, added in facility i; 

Vi E I , li E Li 

*wf E ffi.ci amount of SKU s produced in facility i; Vi EI, s E uliEL i si ,li 

zf1 E {0, l} 1 if any of SKU s is produced on line li of plant i, 0 otherwise; 
, ' 

v i E 1, zi E Li , s E si ,li 

choice:,s E {O , 1} 1 if customer k 's original demand for SKU s is swapped with 

SKU s, 0 otherwise; V (k ,s) E SWAP, sES; 

*With the long-termed planning considerations of this problem, the integral requirement of the flow and 
production decision variables can be relaxed as feasible rounding of such values in reality will not discredit 
solution qualities. 

Flow Conservation Constraints 

Constraints 3.1 and 3.2 below model flow conservation at plant and warehouse locations 

respectively. 

L xfq + L L Yt~s - L Vi EI, s ES (3.1) 
qEFS(i)n (IUJ) sESi :D~>O qEFS(i)nK qERS(i) 

~ s + ~ ~ s,S ~ S Q 
~ x 1q ~ ~ y1q - ~ xqj = VjEJ,sES (3.2) 

qEFS(j) n(I UJ) sESi :D~ >O qEFS(j)nK qERS(j) 

These constraints exist for all plant and warehouse locations, as well as all SKU 's. As 

previously shown in Table 3.5, outflow from plants and warehouses to customers is dis

tinguished with a different link-flow variable, y. This is necessary as the model requires 

knowing which demand is being satisfied when passing flow to a customer, via the ad

ditional superscript in the y variable. Without this , a single link flow variable to some 

customer could satisfy multiple demands (in terms of constraint modeling) in the case 

that one SKU demand is in the other's equivalence set. Throughout the interior network 

however, such information does not need keeping track of. Therefore all x variables only 
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have one superscript pertaining to the final produced and shipped SKU, s (whether a 

swap was incurred or not). 

The two flow-conservation constraint sets are similar for each location. The first 

summation set (left to right) in each, pertains to SKU outflow to all locations the respec

tive plant or warehouse may access, excluding customers; i.e. q E FS(i) n (I U J) and 

q E FS(j)n(IuJ) . The second summation set includes all SKU outflow to customers, via 

they variable. Since y variables include a superscript for the original demand, whether a 

swap occurred or not, it is necessary to sum across all SKU's which could have swapped 

into the final SKU being shipped. Lastly, we add further specification to only sum SKU's 

in the Si set such that the particular customer we're traveling towards has some demand 

for SKU s. 

The final summation subtracts all SKU inflow to the respective location. Note such 

inflow may only occur via x variables. The need for different constraints per location 

type is derived from the fact that warehouse flow should be evenly balanced as 0, whereas 

plant flow is balanced as the amount produced at the plant. In other words, what flows 

out of a plant minus what flows in defines what the plant produced: the w variable seen 

in the right-hand-side of constraints 3.1. 

Demand and Substitution Constraints 

Constraints 3.3 define the choice variable, a pivotal component in the model which allows 

us to preserve its linearity. These constraints exist for all customer/SKU pairs in SWAP, 

a pre-processed set listing every demand for SKU s such that the customer is willing to 

swap. 

L choice:,s = 1 V (k,s) E SWAP (3.3) 

sES; 

The choice variables are summed over all s E S;, the SKU's which have equivalence with 

original demand s, and exactly one choice is forced to occur. Note this set of equivalent 
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SKU's includes the original demand SKU, s, which if chosen would indicate no swap 

occurred for that demand. Following this, demand constraints for all customers in the 

SWAP set may be defined: 

L y;,: = D:,s * choice:,s V ( k, s) E SWAP, s E s: (3.4) 
qERS(k) 

Constraints 3.4 are defined for all customers willing to swap and their demands (i.e. 

SWAP), and for all equivalent SKU's for the given demand. On the right-hand-side of 

the constraint, the equivalent demand for customer k's demand s is included, in terms 

of s, or D:'8 . This parameter is then multiplied by the binary indicator variable, choice. 

Therefore the right-hand-side will only include the demand for the SKU swap chosen. The 

left-hand-side simply sums all arriving variables to the customer for that demand/swap 

combination, which allows inflow from several nodes in the interior network. 

In an effort to reduce the number of constraints in our model, the SWAP set is 

pre-processed: the customer/demand combinations (k, s), such that the customer is not 

willing to swap their demand for s. With this, the following constraints (3.5) are defined 

below; demand for customers not willing to swap. 

L Yit = Dk V (k,s) E SWAP (3.5) 
qERS(k) 

This reduces the number of constraints as it is not necessary to consider the set of equiv

alent SKU's in the constraint definition, since the customer's demand must remain un

changed. In other words, the only demand choice is their original demand, Dk, and the 

only arriving variables are those y such that s = s. Note that the y variable definitions 

in Table 3.5 follows such refinement as well. 
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Capacity Constraints 

Constraints 3.6 limit the production capacity. As noted in section 3.4.1, the possibility for 

new-line investment is included in our model, and accomplished t hrough these constraints. 

L pf,1i * CF_SCALEs :s; PCAPi,l; + PCAP;,zi * 9i,li Vi EI, li E Li (3.6) 
sESi,l; 

For all plants and subsequent lines, production is limited by the production capacity 

parameter, PCAP, on the right-hand-side. In addition , for each new-line investment 

which occurs for that line type, or variable 9i,li, this capacity is increased by the multiple 

of new lines. The left hand side of the constraint set gathers the total scaled ( cubic-feet 

scalar) line production across all SKU's the line type is capable of producing. 

Storage capacity is modeled similarly, however this capacity is relevant for plants and 

warehouses. Constraints 3.7 below model this. 

L L x!q' *TE_SCALE8 :s; SCAPq \/qE IUJ (3.7) 
sES q'EFS(q) 

All the locations which SKU's incurred storage at (excluding customers), may be gathered 

via the initial location index of x variables. Therefore these variables are summed across 

all SKU's and outgoing links , and the t-equivalent scaling coefficient, T E_SCALE, is 

applied to determine the total storage at any given plant or warehouse. This sum is then 

confined within storage capacity SCAP for location q. 

Variable Definition Constraints 

The final sets of constraints complete the definitions for p and z variables. Constraints 

3.8 relate total line and plant production. 

s sL Pz. =W· v i E 1, s E U si,l; (3.8)i , 'I, 1, 

l;EL; 
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For all plants i and SKU's s such that the plant has some production capability across 

all lines, line production is summed to equal total plant production. The p variable is 

necessary as production capacity and many costs of production both apply at the line 

level. 

Finally, z variables are required in order to specify whether a line was used at all, in 

which case it would incur a fixed cost of production. In order to complete this definition, 

the z variable must equal 1 whenever it's associated p variable, representing total produc

tion on the line, is greater than 0. Note that this is an example of the big-M formulation 

technique used throughout math programming. To summarize, an upper bound is re

quired for p's value; however we wish to include the lowest upper bound possible in order 

to improve solver efficiency (opposed to an arbirtrary large, M). For this reason, two 

plausible upper bounds in constraints 3.9 below are considered, defining the z variable. 

The upper bound is chosen as the minimum of these two coefficients, and may differ from 

variable to variable. 

s < s [ . (PCAPi ,l; * (1 + UGi ,1J ~ ~ Ds,s)]
Pi,l; - zi ,l; * min CF_scALES ' ~ ~ k 

sES°i :Df,;>0 kEK 

(3.9) 

The first coefficient option for an upper bound on production entails the maximum 

line production possible. This is essentially a scaling of the right-hand-side of constraints 

3.6, with additional line construction set at its maximum allowed value, UGi,li · The second 

option within the minimum, entails the total demand for the SKU across all customers and 

potential swappings which may result in the final, produced SKU. To summarize, total 

line production for each SKU may be bounded by, (1) total scaled production capacity 

for that line plus any additional capacity via new-line investment, or (2) total possible 

demand for that SKU after swapping. Depending on the instance, the minimum of these 

bounds may differ greatly, thus both are included. 
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Objective 

The objective function is presented below. It entails a minimization of production costs, 

capital costs, and transportation costs. 

s ES liE Li i E I l;E L; i E I 

+ LTE_SCALEs ( L L Cqq1 x!q' + L L L CqkY:t) 

sE S q' EFS(q) n (IuJ) qEIUJ sE Si :DJ> O kEK qERS(k) 

(3.10) 

Production costs ( top-left summation set) entail variable costs ( for all plants, lines, and 

SKU's) for every unit produced, and fixed costs given any SKU at all was produced on 

the line, denoted by the z variable. New line investment via the g variable incurs a capital 

cost for production, denoted by the CAPCOST parameter, in the top-right summation 

set. Lastly, transportation costs involve a per SKU cost coefficient from location q to q', 

Cqq', which is a function of distance. This is multiplied by all SKU flow in the network, 

or all x and y variables, as well as the t-equivalent scaling coefficient for each SKU. 

3.4.3 Model Complexity 

Even with the linearizations discussed in section 3.3.1, the aforementioned model remains 

NP-hard. This can be easily verified by realizing the problem at hand is a variation 

of others in this complexity class. For example, our treatment of production decisions 

along with demand assignments for product substitution can be viewed as a generalized 

assignment problem, even before introducing distribution related complexities. 

For these reasons, we focus on utilizing traditional branch and bounding, along with 

careful model refinements in order to improve solver efficiency. This includes efficient 

bounds, such as the "smallest big-M's" previously discussed, relaxing of unnecessary 

integral requirements in particular decision variables, and node accessibility reductions 

discussed in section 3.5.1. 
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3.5 Computational Studies 

All cases reported in this section were implemented in Java 8, usmg CPLEX version 

12.8. Further, the computational experiments were conducted on a computing cluster 

running Linux x86_64, CentOS 7.2. Each node in the cluster was equipped with a 12-core 

Intel Xeon® E5-2620 v3 2.4GHz processor and 128 GB of RAM. In this section, network 

refinements are discussed in terms of accessible locations (section 3.5.1), followed by the 

presentation and results of a case study (section 3.5.2). Lastly, discussions regarding 

incentivization are included in section 3.5.3. 

3.5.1 Node Accessibility Analysis 

In this problem, it will often be the case that realistic instances have far more customer 

nodes than plants and warehouses combined. Therefore the network must be connected in 

such a way so as to ensure the exterior network (customers) is adequately connected, while 

not totally enumerating links from all interior nodes to customers. Such enumeration is 

not advantageous for obvious reasoning: a customer node will never need access from 

every interior node, regardless of length, for deliveries. As discussed in 3.1.1 however, 

regarding the operational network, the interior network is fully connected as there are far 

less nodes and allowing lengthy paths throughout this network may be advantageous. For 

customers, the parameter RSLengthCust is introduced (reverse star length of customers), 

which specifies how many of its closest locations each customer may be accessible from. 

The pseudo-code for accessible location, or reverse star pre-processing is presented in 

Algorithm 2. 

We begin by considering extDistanceMatrix in line 2, the subset of the full location 

distance matrix pertaining to distances from all customers to all plants and warehouses 

(exterior to interior). For each customer, the interior locations are then sorted in this 

matrix according to minimum distances (lines 3-4). The final distance matrix for cus

tomers is t hen limited in length via parameter RSLengthCust, in line 6. In other words, 
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1: function GET-REVERSE-STAR(distanceMatrix , RSLengthCust) 
2: extDistanceMatrix +--- PARTITION(distanceMatrix, exterior, interior) 
3: for all exterior in extDistanceMatrix do 
4: SORT-ASCENDING(extDistanceMatrix) 
5: end for 
6: extDistanceMatrix +--- PARTITION(extDistanceMatrix, exterior, RSLengthCust) 
7: intDistanceMatrix +--- PARTITION(distanceMatrix , interior, interior) 
8: reverseStar +--- APPEND(intDistanceMatrix , extDistanceMatrix) 
9: return reverseStar 

10: end function 

Algorithm 2: Reverse star pre-processing 

the length of each customer's closest location list is limited to the "RSLengthCust" closest 

plants and warehouses. Lastly a fully-connected interior network is established, and the 

two networks are combined to form our final reverse star (lines 7 and 8 respectively). The 

forward star pre-processing follows directly from the reverse star set, i.e. location i being 

accessible from location j will allow location j to access location i. Both sets are necessary 

throughout section 3.4.2. 

In Figure 3.5, a brief analysis of solution sensitivity with regards to the RSLengthCust 

parameter is shown. A variety of test-cases were run with RSLengthCust set to 1, vary

ing the level of swapping allowed via the CANSWAP parameter (baseline cases). Each 

case is then compared with the percent improvement (in terms of objectives), via increas

ing RSLengthCust. Lastly, the averaged improvement at each level of the parameter is 

plotted, across all test-cases. Note that the improvement at RSLengthCust = l is 0%, 

as this is our point of comparison. 

This shows that the objectives are not improved significantly via increasing the num

ber of locations each customer may be accessed from. This is an intuitive result, consid

ering the accessible locations for each customer are sorted via distance. In other words, 

there is little improvement by allowing customers to be accessed by more plants and ware

houses than the closest single one. Note our model size and subsequent solve-time is fairly 

sensitive to this parameter, as every increase in RSLengthCust increases the number of 

y variables (interior to exterior flow) by the same factor. Therefore this parameter is kept 

relatively low in all future analyses, with Figure 3.5 as justification. 
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Figure 3.5: Solution sensit ivity with regards to RSLengthCust parameter 

3.5.2 Case Study 

This section describes characteristics of the case study based on historical data which our 

model is tested on, followed by a description of the parameters employed and computa

tional results. As discussed in section 3.4.1, the focus is on families of SKU's and regions 

of the operational network. The SKU family considered is that of packaged oxygen gas, 

comprising 85 unique SKU's. The region considered is essentially the northeast section of 

the United States. This stretches from West Virginia (south) and Indiana (west), north

east through Maine. We derive the location nodes in this region from those which were 

active in a recent year's worth of business operations data. This included 13 plants, 48 

warehouses, and over 1,800 customers, shown in Figure 3.6. 

The historical demand was collected from the same t ime frame, result ing in over 

5,000 unique customer/SKU demand requests. Transportation cost data was historically 

estimated as a linear function of transportation quantity and distance, however with a 

lower coefficient for internal transportation (x variables) . A simple linear regression was 

run on historical per-unit variable costs of production as a function of production amount, 

in order to gather the variable cost functions (see part (a) of Figure 3.4) necessary for 

piece-wise linearizations of each SKU. For some SKU's, data was lacking in order to 

gather such historical costs and subsequently determine the variable costs of production 

functions . For these, we note that the CF_SCALE8 scalar is very well correlated with each 
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Figure 3.6: (from top-left clockwise) Plants, warehouses, and customers considered in case 
study network 

component of the variable costs of production functions known. Assuming such functions 

are of the form y = a-bx, linear regression was run with parameter CF_SCALE8 against 

parameters a and b. This achieved an R 2 value of .96 with intercept a (baseline per-unit 

cost with no further production), and .81 with slope b (rate at which the variable costs 

drop with production). Such regressions were ut ilized for the remaining SKU's lacking 

sufficient data, (i .e. to gather y = a - bx for the remaining SKU's) . Further, we use 

a three-piece piece-wise approximation for each total-cost function. The remainder of 

instance-parameters necessary were either available or closely approximated based on 

historical levels. 

Design of Experiments (DOE) 

The two major factors to be tested and analyzed regard what defines a swap (S; set), 

and the level of swapping allowed in the system (CANSWAPk parameter). Recall sec

tion 3.3.2 in which types of substitut ion are discussed. In addit ion to purity and size 

equivalence, the S; set is restricted slightly further in order to promote realistic swaps 
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from a customer-perspective; i.e. swaps that they may be willing to incur given incen

tivization. Therefore, the T E_SCALE8 parameter is utilized, which specifies the scaling 

coefficient for space normalization, relevant for storage and transportation. Restricting 

allowable swaps to be within some range of each SKU's t-equivalent scalar, ensures that 

the substituted SKU will not be tremendously burdensome on customers. For example, 

swaps are more appropriate from 120 ft3 to 240 ft3 container sizes, however not from 120 

ft3 to those containers greater than 1000 ft3 . 

Secondly, the level of swapping allowed in the system is tested in order to theoret

ically observe the potential system savings (see Figure 3.3). Further, this can be used 

to determine incentivization plans discussed in section 3.5.3. Such tests can be achieved 

with the CANSWAPk parameter. This is done by setting a desired level for the percent 

of swaps allowed in the system, and randomly assign this across all customers (k) and 

subsequent demands (s) in CANSWAPt The levels of each factor on which to run the 

full factorial testing are presented in Table 3.6. Note that the average number of SKU's 

s E s-:, for each swap definition are 20, 37, and 50, from tight to loose. 

Table 3.6: Levels of each factor in experimental design 

Swap Definition Level of Swapping Allowed 

sES; if TE_SCALE's within: percent of CANSWAPk which= 1: 

75% - 133% (tight) 0% 

50% - 200% (medium) 5% 

25% - 400% (loose) 10% 
20% 

30% 

Results 

Following the case study established, there are two major categories of results discussed 

in this section. First, we analyze the total potential savings in the system via introducing 

substitution following the experimental design in Table 3.6. The second major result 

pertains to pooling in the system. Recall from the problem statement (section 3.1.2); 

while we do not explicitly focus on removing SKU's from the system due to the wide 
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range of cost trade-offs, we expect product and location pooling to some extent. This is 

further discussed throughout the section. 

The prior DOE is run with the following stopping criteria: less than a 5% optimality 

gap, or greater than 12 hours, whichever comes first. For those cases which did not break 

5% of optimality, the average remaining gap was 6.94%. The longer computation time 

is justified due to the long-term planning nature of this problem. In Figure 3.7, the 

objective function values are plotted for all test cases. Note all solutions at the top of 

the surface are identical, corresponding to 0% system swapping. Clear improvement in 

objective value is seen as the level of swapping is increased, regardless of swap definition. 

The swap definition seems to have a more significant impact at higher levels of swapping, 

an intuitive result. In other words, the "loose" definition, or more potential swaps per 

SKU, begins to help the objective more as more customers are allowed to swap. 
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Figure 3. 7: Objective function values as a function of the swap definition and level of 
swappmg 

Figure 3.8 shows the total savings via introducing swapping throughout the DOE, 

calculated by taking the difference between baseline objective values (0%) and all other 

objectives. Increasing trends in savings for all swap definitions can be seen, with the 

best case (30% loose swapping) approaching nearly 9% total system savings. Some of the 

inconsistent trends such as the 10% medium savings being more than 10% loose savings, 

can be explained via the stopping criteria. Given the model is run longer than 12 hours, 
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trends of this type would be corrected. Note that the "loose" problems close the optimality 

gap slower due to the larger problem size attributed to more potential swaps (variables). 
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Figure 3.8: Total savings from baseline case (0%) to all others (United States Dollars and 
percentages) 

On average, two additional lines were created across all cases, meaning two capital 

costs of production were incurred. Further, the number of additional lines showed no 

correlation with either DOE measure. In terms of total savings, transportation costs and 

variable costs of production were the most correlated objectives to the increasing levels 

of swapping, with correlation coefficients of -0.804 and -0.829 respectively. 

A further useful analysis regards trends in the number of utilized production lines 

or plants. There are several types and advantages of pooling ( e.g. ?) , as discussed in 

the introduction. In this particular application, product and location pooling are both 

plausible, while SKU rationalization is associated with the former type. Further, cost 

breaks in variable cost functions and the introduction of demand substitution are closely 

intertwined with these concepts. While pooling is not our sole objective due to a wide 

variety of trade-offs in this planning problem, some pooling is expected. In our baseline 

case with 0% swapping, while demand pooling is not possible, location pooling may still 

be advantageous due to fixed production costs and breaks, as well as transportation cost 

trade-offs. This is supported by the fact that < 8% of z variables are equal to 1 across all 

cases, where z is an indicator variable specifying if any production occurred; line, plant, 

and SKU specific. 
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Figure 3.9 shows the trend as demand substitution is introduced into the system. 

The sum of z variables is shown on t he y-axis, representing the total utilized production 

setups in final solutions. The average of this value across the three swap definitions ( tight, 

medium, and loose) is plotted, at every level of swapping. Due to t he wide range of cost

advantages in this problem, the decrease in active production variables is not monotonic; 

take the 20% swapping level for example. However, the trend-line shows a general re

duction which represents both location and product pooling (SKU rationalization) in this 

problem. At the highest level of swapping, a roughly 10% reduction in active production 

variables from the baseline case, is observed. 
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3.5.3 lncentivization 

Savings at different levels and types of swaps can easily be determined by considering 

solutions against a baseline case with no swapping. However, one may be interested 

in breaking down savings to the customer level. With this, customers may be ranked 

and subsequently targeted, in terms of savings to the business, given their demand was 

swapped in some way. Therefore, we propose a post-processing measure specific to every 

swapped customer demand, which approximates the total savings via swapping that de

mand. This measure must be approximated as the true customer-specific savings is an 

intractable calculation, considering there is a system-wide reduction in costs when intro

ducing swapping. These system-specific costs include but are not limited to fixed costs 

of production, capital costs, and economies-of-scale with variable costs. The measure is 

presented in equation 3.11. 

V (k, s) E SWAP: choicet # 1 

(3.11) 

The measure exists for all customer and demand combinations such that a swap 

was incurred; i.e. choice:,s # 1. The overall goal of the measure is to calculate the 

cost difference between, (1) producing and shipping the original SKU the customer had 

demand for, and (2) producing and shipping the SKU that was actually swapped, or the 

model solution. As mentioned, these calculations are difficult to determine precisely, as 

there is no direct mathematical relationship between SKU production and final shipment 

to customers. Recall that the interior network in our problem has no notion of which 

demand the SKU in production will eventually satisfy, therefore this information may be 

lost while shipping and holding throughout intermediate warehouses. 
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To account for the issue above, we instead calculate approximations of such costs. The 

outer-most summation in equation 3.11 serves to gather the actual SKU that was swapped 

into for the particular demand, i.e. the s such that choice:,s = 1. The upper parenthesis 

set within the brackets represents the theoretical production and transportation costs 

had the SKU never been swapped. This is calculated as the average variable costs of 

production (first-piece) only of plant/line combinations which had any production (z 

variable) of the SKU, times the original SKU demand quantity. The transportation costs 

approximation is then added, which only includes the final links to the customer, or y 

variables, as one cannot accurately trace interior-network links, or x variables. Further, 

the original y variables used in the solution of the swapped demand's transportation are 

followed, translated backwards in the quantity appropriate had the original SKU been 

shipped. A final note on this calculation is that every plant/line combination is not 

included in the calculation of average variable costs of production, as listed in equation 

3.11. In an effort to be more precise, we code and sort plants to instead use the average 

of the closest three plant/lines with active production, to the considered customer ( or less 

given less than three had any production). We justify this as one would rarely expect the 

SKU to originate from beyond such distance. 

From this total approximation of "original production and transportation cost had 

we not swapped the SKU" , the exact same cost measure is subtracted, however with 

consideration of the swapped SKU. This approximation is within the bottom parenthesis 

set, differing via the SKU in consideration. Therefore the swapped demand into s is 
included, as well as the final transportation cost on all incoming links to the customer. 

Note there is no need for the SCALIN cs,s factor as the y variables in solution pertain 

to the already swapped/scaled quantity. 

A useful analysis regards the comparison of total savings (i.e. Figure 3.8), to total 

estimated savings, which is calculated as the sum of all individual incentivizations from 

measure 3.11. This is shown in Figure 3.10 for the loose swap definition, however a 

similar pattern is seen for all others. Post-processed savings approximations fall below 

the actual savings for a number of reasons. First, variable costs without cost-breaks must 
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be approximated when looking at demands individually. Secondly, as discussed earlier, 

system-wide savings through additional line investment and fixed production costs are 

not considered in the measure as they are difficult to relate to individual demands. The 

measure does however, provide an estimate across all demands which may be scaled, 

to determine the maximum savings and subsequent incentivization for the considered 

demand changes. Further, the measure is very well correlated with the actual savings, 

achieving a correlat ion coefficient of 0.967 across every case. 
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Figure 3.10: Actual and post-processed savings via swapping, as a function of t he level 
of swapping 

Suppose only two customers exist in the system, for sake of example, each with 

one large demand. When allowed to swap, savings of $400 and $900 dollars result from 

measure 3.11, a ratio of 4:9 or roughly 31:69 of one hundred. The total system savings 

may be $2,000 however, $700 more than the sum of individual measures due to swaps 

allowing same-line production and a subsequent cost break. Therefore at the very most, 

31% * $2,000 = $620, and $1,380 may be allotted to each customer in order to "break 

even" . While it may not make sense to ever incentivize or distribute business savings this 

much, a clear range is still provided for business considerations. 
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3.6 Concluding Remarks 

In this work an MILP formulation was developed introducing substitutable demand 

throughout a packaged gas supply chain problem; including production, allocation, and 

distribution decisions. SKU rationalization is applied through a unique variant of prod

uct substitution, complementing the ample literature in that field. Our formulation han

dles additional line investment capabilities, varying degrees and types of substitution, 

economies-of-scale in production, as well as detailed network-wide supply chain planning. 

Our model was tested with a case study based on historical data, providing sufficient com

putation time and displaying the impact of product substitution in this problem through 

an experimental design of related-parameters. 

A clear topic of extension for this work regards the incentivization aspects, which we 

consider in the following chapter. In this work, a random set of customers was chosen 

given some allowable percentage of swapping in the system. One may ask which cus

tomers to chose however (given some percentage), in order to save the most. While this 

sort of decision is closely related with the post-processing measure, determining the list of 

customers in the best way ahead of time adds further complexity. In other words, ranking 

how much customers' who swapped saved the system with post-processing measures is 

relatively simple compared to determining which customers' swapped demands will posi

tively impact the system the most, as a simultaneous modeling decision. This will require 

more efficient algorithms in the form of heuristics, as the model is already computa

tionally difficult. A promising direction could include a pre-processing heuristic in order 

to rank customer demands and subsequently select them, prior to running the model. 

Lastly, components of customer behavioral models may be included in order to consider 

acceptance rates, lost demand, and many other features surrounding incentivization. 
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Chapter 4 

Extensions in Packaged Gas SKU 

Rationalization: Customer-selection 

and Incentivization-based 

Methodologies 

4.1 Introduction 

This work presents several extensions to that done in chapter 3, in which SKU rational

ization was studied within a packaged gas supply chain. In their work, a mixed-integer 

linear programming (MILP) formulation was developed introducing substitutable demand 

throughout a packaged gas supply chain problem; including production (and ability to 

add new lines), allocation, and distribution decisions. Their model had two major capabil

ities: (1) to optimize the current system while preserving original customer demands, and 

(2) to analyze the value of substitution with (1) as a baseline. Introducing demand sub

stitution throughout the system required predefined substitution settings; namely what 

defines a substitutable demand, how much of the customer base can be considered for 
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substitution, and which customer demands to consider. Also included was an experimen

tal design to test the first two aforementioned settings, and utilized random customer 

selection, following some established threshold. 

The final inclusion in their work involved post-processing a demand-specific "value of 

substitution". This measure approximated the dollar value of each substituted demand 

and scaled such values such that their sum equated to the total business saving. Such 

values can be seem as maximum incentivization thresholds, in that distributing this dollar 

amount back to all customers with substituted demands (and them accepting such incen

tivizations), would result in the system breaking even in savings. This aspect of the work 

done in chapter 3 is discussed in more detail in section 4.5.1. In Figure 4.1, an exhaustive 

visual summary of the considerations in network-wide packaged gas SKU rationalization 

is shown. The red dotted lines show all components previously considered in chapter 3, 

namely nodes 2, 4, 5, and 6. The following section ( 4.1.1) discusses the particular con

tribution of our extensions, shown in all other nodes of the figure. We then present an 

illustrative example of Figure 4.1 in section 4.1.2, followed by a review of related literature 

in section 4.1.3. 

4.1.1 Contribution 

While the work done in chapter 3 established the potential value of introducing substitu

tion to the considered supply chain, it was theoretical in that the established savings are 

only incurred to the business if all customers accept their substituted demands. Further, 

they utilize random selection for substitution considerations in the customer base. We 

aim to improve and extend both of these aspects. The term "original model" will be used 

to reference the MILP previously established to solve this supply-chain planning problem 

with varying levels of substitution. 

First, we consider customer selection (node 3). Opposed to randomly selecting cus

tomers, an MILP extension to the original model is presented which includes customer 
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Figure 4.1: Visual summary of work, including relationships amongst mathematical mod
els in blue 

selection as a modeling decision, while following the substitution settings given. These 

settings entail how much of the customer base should be chosen for substitution and 

what defines a substitutable demand. This work is presented in section 4.2. Further, a 

pre-processing heuristic is developed to address customer-selection, which may be utilized 

prior to running the original model. This is done in section 4.3, followed by a comparison 

of the two approaches in section 4.4. 

Our second major extension entails efforts to shift the current system in node 5 closer 

to the theoretical system in node 4, which includes savings from demand substitution. 

This is done through incentivization, eventually leading to node 11. While the prior work 

established a value of substitution for maximum incentivizations (node 6), more strategy 

is required in distributing such incentivizations. We incorporate realistic approximations 

of customer behavior (node 7) throughout section 4.5. These two components allow for 

realistic incentivization methodologies, shown in node 9. In the same section, we consider 

a mathematical model to optimally determine offerings to customers, as well as other 

methodologies useful for more risk-averse decision makers. 
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As customer behavior is stochastic, namely their responses to incentivization, we offer 

several ways of analyzing responses to the established offerings (node 10). Given various 

response patterns, we can finally optimize the final system ( node 11), with the original 

model. Only at this point in the study are actual savings observed. These aspects of the 

work are studied throughout section 4.6. This process has a continuous structure in that 

we may return to node 1 via imposing demand or product substitution on the system 

again, following some settings. 

4.1.2 Illustrative Example of Work 

In this section, we go through a small instance following each node of Figure 4.1. Consider 

a packaged gas supply chain network like those described and defined in section 3.1.1. Sup

pose we have three customers, two plants, and one warehouse; { Cl, C2, C3, Pl , P2, WI} 

respectively. This network is shown in Figure 4.2, with potential exterior flow variables in 

blue, and potential interior flow variables dotted in black. This follows network definitions 

established in chapter 3.1.1, which includes a fully connected interior network along with 

a small number of the closest locations connecting each customer (namely 2, below). 

Figure 4.2: Illustrative operational network 

Figure 4.1 begins with establishing the substitution settings in node 1. Suppose 

the business decides to target two customers (67%), and utilizes some swap definition, 

which simply entails the allowable difference in potential substitutable container sizes per 

demand. The next step entails customer selection. Recall node 2 utilized random customer 
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selection in prior work to show the value of substituting demand in the system. We propose 

two other methodologies, in node 3, for customer selection. Following some methodology, 

suppose customers C2 and C3 were chosen for substitution. We then optimize two supply 

chain systems with the original model; that in which the selected customers may swap 

their demands and that in which no customers may swap. These models are represented 

in nodes 4 and 5 of Figure 4.1. This problem entails determining which plants should 

produce which SKU's, which distribution paths should be taken, and which substitutions 

should be chosen (when allowed), throughout the network shown in Figure 4.2. 

Suppose the current system without substitution achieved an objective of $100,000, 

whereas the theoretical system which allowed substituting of two demands, achieved an 

objective of $80,000. Utilizing node 6 of the figure, we determine the relative worth 

of each demand in terms of the $20,000 of business savings; suppose the ratio of savings 

between customers 2 and 3 was 1:9. This in combination with each customers' willingness

to-accept functions (node 7) creates a basis for incentivization in node 8. Utilizing our 

proposed methodology, we determine customer offerings in node 9, resulting in offerings 

of say $1,000 to customer 2 and $4,000 to customer 3. Given both customers accept 

their offering, we would achieve a total savings of $20,000 - ($1,000 + $4,000) = $15,000. 

Suppose only customer 3 accepts the offering however. Our savings is not equal to $20,000 

- $4,000, because the $20,000 in savings was dependent on both customers substituting 

their demand in node 4. 

In nodes 10 and 11 we analyze this situation, via observing potential outcomes of 

offerings according to the customers' probabilities of acceptance. While we may optimally 

decide to offer customer 2 $1,000 in node 9, according to expected savings; associated 

with this may be a 20% probability of acceptance. Given this information, we most 

likely will not be able to substitute such a demand. Node 10 analyzes possible results of 

incentivization responses, with methodology such as simulation; while node 11 re-solves 

the baseline model given the actual customers who've accepted. Suppose the resultant 

objective in node 11 was $17,000. We then subtract just those offerings which accepted 

the substitution (customer 3), resulting in a final savings of $17,000 - $4,000 = $13,000. 
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At this point, the business may decide if it would like to re-select some of the customer 

base for future substitution/incentivization, in node 1. This methodology is best applied 

when targeting a small percentage of the customer base at a time. With this, we can 

expect business-wide savings to remain relatively unaffected by some small fraction of the 

customer base not accepting incentivization. This is due to many financial cost breaks 

throughout the system requiring larger groupings of customers. Table 4.1 summarizes the 

aforementioned nodes and their subsequent methodology. Note again, nodes 2, 4, 5, and 

6 have already been studied throughout chapter 3. 

Table 4.1: Illustrative example and Figure 4.1 summary 

Node Purpose 

1 
Establish substitution settings: what percentage of 
customer base will be targeted for substitution and what 
will define the substitutable demand sets 

2 
Randomly select established percentage of customer base 
for substitution 

3 
Select established percentage of customer base for 
substitution 

4 
Solve supply chain planning problem to determine 
long-term production, allocation, and distribution decisions 
while allowing substitution 

5 
Solve supply chain planning problem to determine 
long-term production, allocation, and distribution decisions 
with no substitution 

6 
Determine individually scaled values for each demand 's 
relative contribution to total system savings 

7 
Establish models for individual customer behavior , in 
particular their willingness-to-accept substitution given 
some amount of incentivization 

8 
Incorporate values of substitution with established 
customer behavior models 

9 Determine offerings for customers 

10 
Analyze the actual customer behavior, following 
incentivization offerings and individual 
willingness-to-accept functions 

11 
Solve original model while considering established offerings 
and acceptances, in order to observe actual business savings 

Methodology 

User input of parameters 

Random selection 

Pre-processing heuristic or 
MILP extension to original 
model which includes selection 

MILP 

MILP 

Post-processed calculation 

Logistic function 
approximations 

Further use of logistic 
functions 

Optimization methodologies 
or abiding by a guaranteed 
likelihood of acceptance 

"Maximum likelihood" 
considerations or simulation 

MILP 
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4.1.3 Literature Review 

The areas of literature in this work pertain to those discussed throughout chapter 3, 

as well as unique incentivization methodologies proposed. Studies regarding customer 

incentivization from an optimization perspective are nearly nonexistent to the best of 

the authors knowledge however. Therefore, in an effort to prevent repetition we briefly 

summarize the pertinent topics throughout section 3.2. 

In chapter 3, SKU rationalization was applied in the form of a variant of prod

uct substitution, towards a supply chain planning problem which included production 

and network-wide distribution layers. Therefore their work overlaps several topics from 

general chain and SKU rationalization literature. In terms of the supply chain litera

ture, network-wide distribution has not been included when considering any form of SKU 

rationalization. Such works often focus instead on inventory management, opposed to 

long-term production planning and distribution as in our packaged gas application. For 

examples of this literature, the following may be referenced: Yiicel et al. (2009), Rao et al. 

(2004), Hsu and Bassok (1999), Giirler and Y1lmaz (2010), and Chiang (2010). 

In section 3.2.1 three major offshoots of the SKU rationalization literature are dis

cussed; qualitative business measures, inventory management, and product substitution. 

Qualitative business measures pertain to works such as Gilliland (2011), where SKU ratio

nalization decisions are prescribed based on product statistics such as revenue. Inventory 

management research may use more technical approaches, however they often lack notions 

of product substitution (Millstein et al., 2014). 

While there is ample research in the final offshoot of SKU rationalization, product 

substitution, we discuss the unique features of their problem at hand in section 3.2.1. A 

major difference in this work is the source of substitution; in particular the unique cross 

between customer and supplier driven substitution. While substitution in this application 

begins with the supplier, we study incentivization methodologies in order to prevent lost 

demand. This approach differs greatly from those often studied in the literature, and is 
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one of our major contributions. As reference, the following may be considered for further 

information on the product substitution literature: Yiicel et al. (2009), Shin et al. (2015), 

Hsu and Bassok (1999), and Rao et al. (2004). 

4.2 MILP Extension for Demand Selection 

The decision of which customers to chose for substitution can be explicitly included as a 

decision variable in the original model. In this section, the extensions necessary to create 

this model (section 4.2.1), and subsequently linearize it (section 4.2.2), are discussed. 

4.2.1 Formulation 

Consider the following constraints of the original model, pertaining to customer demand 

and product substitution: 

L choice:,s = 1 
sES; 

V ( k, s) E SWAP (4.1) 

L y;,: 
qERS(k) 

= D:,s * choice:,s V (k, s) E SWAP, sEs: (4.2) 

L Y;t = D't, 
qERS(k) 

V (k,s) E SWAP (4.3) 

Constraints 4.1 ensure that for every "swappable" demand, customer (k) and SKU (s) 

specific, a single SKU, s is chosen for swapping (including the possibility for the original 

demand). This is specified via the binary decision variable, choice:,s, equal to 1 if customer 

k's demand for SKU s is substituted into SKU s. The SWAP and SWAP sets simply 

partition all demands to those that can and cannot be considered for substitution, via the 

randomly assigned CANSWAPt, parameter: 

SWAP: set of pairs (k, s) such that DZ, > 0 and CANSWAPt, l ; where k E 

K ,s ES 
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SWAP: set of pairs (k, s) such that DZ, > 0 and CANSWAPt, 0; where k E 

K,s ES 

CANSWAPt, = l if customer k's demand for SKU s may be considered for substi

tution, 0 otherwise; V k E K, s E S 

Constraints 4.2 and 4.3 model customer demand requests; the former pertaining to 

those that may undergo demand substitution (SWAP) and the latter for those demands 

that must remain unchanged (SWAP). Constraints 4.2 sum the arriving SKU flow for 

the customer, to the total swapped demand, DZ'8 
, for the SKU which was chosen (s E S; 

such that choicez,s = 1). Constraints 4.3 simply sum the arriving flow to that of the 

original demand, DZ, as these customers can not be considered for demand substitution. 

The arriving flow is modeled via link-flow variables, y;t; the amount of flow of SKU s, 
corresponding to original demand for s (DZ,), from location q to customer k. Note RS(k) 

defines the reverse star of customer, k, or those locations which may access the customer 

directly. 

In order to formulate customer selection as a decision, the CANSWAPt, parameter 

must be defined as a decision variable. With this, the optimal choices for customer 

selection can be determined. While keeping all other components of the model the same; 

the following replacement of constraints 4.1 though 4.3 define the new problem. Note that 

the previous CANSWAPt, parameter is written in lowercase to distinguish its purpose 

as a decision variable. 

L choice:,s = 1 V k E K, s E S : Dk > 0 (4.4) 
sES; 

L Y;t ~ DZ'8 * choiceZ'8 * canswapk V kE K, s E S: Dk > 0, s E s-: (4.5) 
qERS(k) 

L Y;t ~Dk* (l - canswap'!_) V kEK, s ES: Dk> 0 (4.6) 
qERS(k) 

L Y;t = DZ'8 * choicez,s V k E K, s E S : Dk > 0, s E s-: (4.7) 
qERS(k) 
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L L canswapk :s; MAX SWAP (4.8) 
sES:Dk >0 kEK 

These constraints are best described situationally, opposed to individually discussing 

each set. The three situations for customer demand are as follows: (1) the customer can 

swap their demand and they do, (2) the customer can swap their demand and they do 

not, and (3) the customer cannot swap their demand. For the first situation, constraints 

4.4 allow for a substitution choice to be made. Considering the customer also can swap 

this demand (i.e. canswap't, = 1), constraints 4.5 allow some swapped demand, D:·s, to be 

incurred (via y-variable arrival flow). Constraints 4.6 have no bearing on this situation, 

and the RHS is subsequently never binding, or always 0. Constraints 4.7 ensure that for 

the choice being made, whether a swap was incurred or not, the exact amount of the 

SKU is delivered. One may consider simply using equality in constraints 4.5, however 

this would eventually cause a contradiction with situations (2) and (3), discussed later. 

Further, one may also consider omitting constraints 4.7, as "excess product delivery" is 

hardly likely with the objective considerations. There is theoretically potential for savings 

in delivering excess product however, considering the economies-of-scale in this problem. 

Per-unit production cost breaks apply to all of the particular SKU's on the line; therefore 

excess production could actually reduce the total production cost, given a cost break is 

"near" . Although rare, we include this constraint for thoroughness. 

The next situation is as follows: (2) the customer can swap their demand and they do 

not. This situation implies choicet = 1 via constraints 4.4. Following this, constraints 

4.5 enforce the proper SKU demand is delivered considering the customer can swap their 

demand, regardless if they do. With choice:•s = 1, demand Dt is incurred. Note however 

that this is the same as demand, D't,, or the original customer demand. For that reason, 

constraints 4.6 would cause a contradiction without the use of "greater than" , as the RHS 

is O ( via canswap't, = l), and the left hand side greater than O ( via shipping the original 

demand anyways). Constraints 4.7 serve the same purpose as in situation (1). 

The third and final situation entails a customer not being allowed to swap their 

demand. Constraints 4.6 enforce the original demand to be sent, as the original demand 
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coefficient (1 - canswap1,,) now equals 1. Constraints 4.5 similarly require the "greater 

than" comparison, as y~t > 0 and t he RHS equals 0. Prior to constraints 4.7, constraints 

4.4 have no motivation to accurately set choice:,s = 1. In addition to preventing excessive 

deliveries, previously discussed, constraints 4.7 complete t he choice variable modeling as 

it must equal 1 for the demand incurred, which was D't, (Dt). Accurate choice definitions 

are useful for any post-processing analyses. Lastly, constraint 4.8 enforces the maximum 

threshold of swapped demands. This is done with a new parameter, MAXSWAP, which 

is simply defined as the total number of demands greater than 0, times the "percent that 

can swap" parameter used in prior analyses. 

4.2.2 Linearization of Formulation 

Note that the formulation previously presented is nonlinear, due to constraints 4.5. As 

both choice and canswap are binary, these constraints can be easily linearized with the 

introduction of a new binary indicating variable representing the priors' product. A 

linearized model is desirable for computational purposes, and we use --y to represent this 

new variable. Replacing constraints 4.5 with the following, this can be achieved. 

~ s,s > Ds,s * s,s \;/ k E K, s E S : D't, > 0, s E S; (4.9)~ Yqk - k 'Yk 

qERS(k) 

L 1z,s :s: canswavt V k E K, s E S : D't, > 0 (4.10) 

sESt 

\;/ k E K , s E S : D't, > 0, s E S; ( 4.11) 

\;/ k E K, s E S : D't, > 0, s E S; (4.12) 

Constraints 4.9 represent the linearization of constraints 4.5, whereas constraint sets 

4. 10 through 4.12 properly define the new variable, 1Z'8 
. As --yz ,s is a product of two binary 

variables, these constraints simply state that if either or both choice and canswap equal 

0, --y must as well. Further, if both are 1, then --y must equal 1 as well (constraints 4.12). A 
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final note regards 1's numerical type. Note that constraints 4.10 through 4.12 force 'Y to 

take on exactly O or 1, therefore we relax this definition as follows: b E IR I O :s; 'Y :s; 1 }. 

To summarize, the aforementioned extensions to the original model allow customer 

selection for demand substitution, abiding by some targeting threshold, to be included 

as decisions within the model. This is opposed to preprocessing the customer selection 

via heuristic approaches like that discussed in section 4.3. To prevent repetition in pre

sentations, the complete list of changes to create the final, linearized formulation are as 

follows. 

• Replace the CANSWAPk parameter definition as a variable definition, canswapL 

following the same description and bounds 

• Remove SWAP and SWAP sets, and define variables choice:,s and y;;, to instead 

follow all "s E S; " in the variables' definitions 

Variable definitions and constraints can no longer be limited following which 

customers can swap, as this parameter is now a decision 

• Define parameter MAX SWAP: the total number of demands greater than 0, times 

the "percent that can swap" parameter used in original analyses 

• Define variable 1!'8 
, { 'Y E IR I O :s; 'Y :s; 1}, following the indices of choice:,s 

• Replace original model constraints 4.1 through 4.3 with constraints 4.4, and 4.6 

through 4.12 

Constraints 4.4 through 4.8 effectively extend the new problem as a nonlinear 

MIP, whereas constraints 4.4, and 4.6 through 4.12 provide the full linearized 

extension 
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4.3 Demand Selection Heuristic 

The considerable additions required to model customer selection will undoubtedly add 

significant complexity to the already computationally difficult original problem. Therefore 

a heuristic is proposed in lieu of the model discussed throughout the prior section. The 

overall goal of this heuristic is to pre-process a subset of the customer demands, given 

some maximum threshold, such that the total objective may be as low as possible after 

traditional branch and bounding (B&B) minimization. In other words, we desire the most 

advantageous demands in terms of potential savings given the demand may be swapped. 

Considering the different objectives in this problem, there are different ways demands may 

be advantageous for swapping. Therefore, three unique measures are created to represent 

the potential value of swapping each demand in terms of different criteria. 

Some savings via introducing demand substitution are system-wide; e.g. fixed-costs 

of production, capital costs for new-line production, and cost breaks in variable-cost func

tions incurred through shifted demand. These savings represent components of the system 

that cannot be perfectly predicted without optimization tools, hence the "heuristic" na

ture of the pre-processing selection. Given a particular demand however, there are still 

aspects which may be translated to potential savings measures for the demand. In par

ticular, these relate to variable costs of production, transportation costs, and "specialty 

SKU's" from historical instances. 

After calculating these measures for each demand (section 4.3.1), they can be com

bined into a total value measure after normalizing and weighting (section 4.3.2), and 

finally sorted to provide the most advantageous demands to target. Given a threshold 

of potential targets, e.g. 10% of the demands, the top 10% of this list would simply be 

chosen (CANSWAPt, = 1). 
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4.3.1 Measure Calculations 

The purpose of the three measures is not necessarily to place a dollar amount on each 

demand, in terms of the respective criteria. Instead, they exist to find the value of substi

tuting the demand relative to others, in terms of the given criteria, so all the demands may 

be subsequently ranked. The following two sections discuss the calculation of variable cost 

of production and transportation cost measures. These entail determining the difference 

between the original demand and the most advantageous swapped SKU, in terms of each 

respective criteria. The final measure, pertaining to specialty SKU's, attempts to place 

a value on particular SKU's via historical trends in swaps. This is discussed in the last 

section. 

Production Measure 

For every customer demand, the total variable costs of production for the demand are 

approximated as well as this cost for the "cheapest" SKU which may be swapped into. 

The difference of these two values is the particular demand's production measure value. 

The higher this value the more desirable it is to swap the demand, as more could be saved 

given a substitution is allowed. 

Approximating the variable costs of production for the original demand is not straight

forward, given different production costs at each plant and line, as well as different pos

sibilities for costs given cost breaks in variable cost functions. For this reason, a baseline 

case is first solved with no demand substitution, in order to gather a general idea of 

which productions are active and what the production level is at in terms of cost breaks. 

This idea would work very well with minor levels of substitution introduced to the sys

tem, as one wouldn't expect major shifts in production/transportation. While it isn't 

ideal for higher levels of substitution, baseline case characteristics still serve useful for 

approximations. 
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The original demand variable cost of production approximation is as follows. The 

three closest lines to the customer which had any baseline production of the SKU are 

gathered. Note this number may also be less than three. For each, the actual variable 

costs of productions are gathered, given the current cost level from baseline solutions. The 

average of these variable costs is taken, and then multiplied by the total original demand 

for the SKU. This number represents the total variable costs of production approximation 

for the SKU. 

Next we gather a similar approximation, however, for the cheapest possible swapped 

SKU. For every potential swap (i.e. s E S;), the average historical variable costs are 

8gathered for the swapped SKU, multiplied by the equivalent demand, DZ' . The SKU with 

this cheapest value is chosen, and the difference is taken between this and the original 

demand's variable cost approximation. This difference is the final production measure 

value for the particular demand. 

Transportation Measure 

The transportation measure is similar to the production measure, however simplified due 

to the lack of specifics necessary from a baseline instance. The total transportation cost 

is approximated for the original demand, as well as the cheapest swapped SKU's trans

portation cost approximation. The difference of such values is the particular demand's 

transportation measure value. 

The transportation cost approximation for the original demand begins by taking 

the average transportation cost, a function of distance, of the three closest interior net

work locations. Note these need not be plants, as this is a transportation measure, not 

production. Further, RSLengthCust analyses from section 3.5.1 showed unsubstantial 

improvement in solutions beyond the few closest connections for customers, thus more 

than three possibilities are never defined as links. This average transportation cost is 
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then multiplied by the transportation scalar for the SKU and the original demand quan

tity. The exterior links are solely used for transportation cost approximations as interior 

links cannot be traced per demand. 

The "cheapest swapped SKU" transportation cost approximation regards the same 

transportation cost average as the prior measure, however multiplied by the cheapest 

swapped and scaled demand. In other words, the cheapest "DZ'8 *TE_SCALE8
" through

out all s E S;. The difference between the prior two measures represents the total po

tential savings approximation in terms of transportation costs, via swapping the given 

demand. 

Specialty Measure 

The complexity and interrelations of decisions in this problem make it difficult to predict 

optimal demand selection beyond production and transportation cost characteristics. One 

may still generally infer more information however, via observing historical trends of 

SKU's; e.g. SKU 8 is always swapped out of when given the opportunity, regardless of 

demand quantity. 

In order to gain insight to such trends, a large test case is desirable which entails 

every demand being allowed to swap (i.e. CANSWAPk = l, V k, s). As this size 

model is extremely computationally expensive, a computing cluster was used considering 

the problem only needs to be run once. This was done on a single 32-core node, with 

2.13GHz processor and 256 GB of RAM. After three days, the current incumbent was 

gathered, at roughly a 10% optimality gap. With this solution, the third "specialty" 

measure can be introduced. 

For this measure, both the total volume swapped out of each SKU, as well as the 

total demand are considered. The specialty measure for each demand then becomes the 

specific demand quantity, times the fraction of volume swapped out of from total demand 

for the SKU. With this, both importance of customer selection for demand substitution 

in terms of demand type and quantity, can be considered. 
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4.3.2 Weighting and Combining Measures 

The prior three measures discussed have both dramatically different scales as well as dif

fering levels of importance in terms of demand selection. Therefore, careful consideration 

is necessary when combining and weighting the measures, prior to sorting a final list for 

selection. Further, preserving how much better particular demands are in each measure 

is desirable, as there will be trade-offs via combining multiple measures. In other words, 

integer ranking should not be used until a final list is gathered. 

For the prior reasons, measures are combined as follows. Each measure list is normal

ized such that their individual sums are one. With this, the range of values is consistent 

from measure to measure, while the within-measure difference magnitudes are still pre

served (opposed to simply ranking). For every demand, measure-weights are then applied 

to each normalized measure value for the demand, and finally summed. This collective 

list is then sorted and the highest valued demands can be chosen up to the total "level 

of swapping" threshold. An example of the entire process is shown in Table 4.2. In this 

example, the values of each measure for two sample demands and the measure weights 

are given. The final stage provides rankings of the demands, representing the case where 

only a single demand could be chosen for substitution. 

A clear remaining question is how to choose measure weights. In addition to some 

random testing, such as equally weighting each measure, historical solutions were observed 

for trends in the various objectives. Across the entire DOE in the original model, vari

able costs of production and transportation costs follow a very similar ratio in solutions: 

roughly 0.67 to 0.33, with standard deviation 0.0057 for either set of ratios. As two of 

the measures in the heuristic are based off of these objective costs, there may be validity 

in utilizing such ratios in weighting their importance. 

Table 4.3 provides several normalized weight setting options. In order to observe 

the effectiveness of the pre-processing heuristic at these different settings, the demand

selection heuristic and subsequent model solving is done on the most "advantageous" 
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Table 4.2: Example of measure weighting and combining for final ranking 

Demand and Weight Data 

Production Measure Transportation Measure Specialty Measure 

Weights 60% 30% 10% 

Demand 1 5 400 0.005 

Demand 2 7 126 1.111 

.l.). 

Normalize Each List of Measures 

Production Measure Transportation Measure Specialty Measure 

Demand 1 0.417 0.760 0.004 

Demand 2 0.583 0.340 0.996 

.l.). 

Apply Weights and Gather Final Ranked List 

Total Measure Value Ranking 

Demand 1 0.417 * 0.6 + 0.760 * 0.3 + 0.004 * 0.1 = 0.4786 2 

Demand 2 0.583 * 0.6 + 0.340 * 0.3 + 0.996 * 0.1 = 0.5514 1 

case in the original problem's DOE: 30% can swap and the loose swap definition (see 

section 3.5.2). This original problem with random selection was run with 5 different 

seeds, resulting in a variety of customer selections. A comparison was then made in terms 

of percent improvement in final objectives, via utilizing the demand-selection heuristic 

opposed to the average of the 5 random selection instances. Note that the standard 

deviation for percent improvement throughout the random selections, was between 0.8% 

and 0.9% for each weight setting. 

Each groupmg of weight settings provide insight to the value of the heuristic in 

terms of the measures. Settings 1 through 3 display the value of each measure, as using 

any of them individually for pre-processed demand selection results in at least a 14% 

improvement over baseline cases. Looking at combinations involving solely production 

and transportation-based measures (settings 4 through 6), as these have direct relations 

to the problems objectives, we can improve solutions by nearly 20%. Settings 7 through 11 

pertain to the historical solution ratios discussed, between production and transportation 

costs. In these settings, the ratio between such costs is kept consistent ( roughly 67 :33), 

while the specialty measure is introduced more and more heavily into the heuristic. These 
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---------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------

Table 4.3: Normalized levels of each weight setting with percent improvement in objectives 
over baseline (random-selection) cases 

Specialty Production Transportation Improvement Weight
Setting 

Measure Measure Measure (%) over baseline description 

1: 1.000 0.000 0.000 15.6 

2: 0.000 1.000 0.000 14.0 Absolute 

3: 0.000 0.000 1.000 18.4 

4: 0.000 0.500 0.500 19.5 Production/ 

5: 0.000 0.250 0.750 16.5 transportation 

6: 0.000 0.750 0.250 17.9 only 

7: 0.000 0.669 0.331 18.3 

8: 0.050 0.636 0.314 17.3 Historical 

9: 0.100 0.602 0.298 19.2 ratios with 

10: 0.150 0.569 0.281 17.2 specialty 

11: 0.200 0.535 0.265 17.1 

12: 0.333 0.334 0.333 19.2 

13: 0.200 0.400 0.400 18.3 Other 

14: 0.100 0.450 0.450 18.7 

cases also show promise, with setting 9 achieving over 19% improvement. 

The final settings, 12 through 14, pertain to other "realistic" options for testing. 

Throughout multi-criteria decision making literature, equal weighting of normalized cri

teria show a tendency towards good performance; e.g. Zionts (2012). This idea is sup

ported in setting 12. In further testing of the heuristic we include three of these settings 

for experimentation for reasons previously discussed; namely settings 4, 9, and 12. It is 

undesirable at this point to simply choose the best setting from Table 4.3, as these only 

correspond to a single setting of the original design of experiment (DOE); namely 30% can 

swap and the loose swap definition. Note the term original DOE pertains to the experi

mental design studied in section 3.5.2. It may in fact be the case that a different weight 

setting generally performs better across the wide range of substitution criteria tested. A 

final point is that while the average of 5 random selection cases was used ; across all weight 

settings there was still an improvement of at least 12% when comparing solely against the 

very best of t hese 5 instances. 
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4.4 Computational Analyses of Heuristic 

This section is two-fold. A comparison is first presented in section 4.4.1 between the pre

processing heuristic for customer demand selection (section 4.3) and the optimal-selection 

method via a MILP formulation (section 4.2). Following this, section 4.4.2 presents com

parisons regarding the heuristic performance against random-selection throughout the 

entire original DOE. 

The two comparisons of the heuristic are kept separate, as they are being compared for 

different reasons. The original problem simply utilizes random-selection to show the value 

of demand substitut ion in the problem at hand. The pre-processing heuristic shows how 

much this solution can be improved via careful customer considerations and subsequent 

selection. The MILP extension for optimal demand selection serves to show the standalone 

quality of the heuristic, independent of any random-selection performance. 

In an effort to be consistent with prior studies on this problem, all computations 

are done with equivalent parameters. Namely, all cases were implemented in Java 8, 

using CPLEX version 12.8. The experiments reported in t his section were conducted on 

a computing cluster running Linux x86_64, CentOS 7.2. Each node in the cluster was 

equipped with a 12-core Intel Xeon® E5-2620 v3 2.4GHz processor and 128 GB of RAM. 

Further, the prior studies' stopping criteria are utilized throughout all analyses: less than 

a 5% optimality gap, or greater than 12 hours, whichever comes first. 

4.4.1 Heuristic against MILP Extension 

Both the heuristic and linearized MILP extension are run following parameters from the 

original problem's DOE. This included parameters regarding swap definition and swap 

percentage. Swap definition refers to how much two SKU's may differ in size to st ill be 

considered for substitution. Swap percentage on the other hand, pertains to the maxi

mum percentage of demands allowed to swap in the system, whether via random selection, 
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pre-processing, or model-decision. Note the 0% and 5% settings for swap percentage were 

omitted below. 0% solutions are identical regardless of case ( considering no substitution 

is allowed), whereas the small, 5% case is omitted to simply reduce the number of compu

tational tests necessary. The "medium" swap definition originally studied is also omitted 

for similar reasons. 

Solutions are compared as follows. The DOE is run across the three weight settings for 

the selection-heuristic, with the best objective gathered at each level. The same stopping 

criteria is utilized, with the objectives at that point shown in Figure 4.3. The average 

optimality gap remaining across all cases in the MILP was ~19%, representing the true 

gap in solution potential. The heuristic approach achieved much lower gaps, averaging 

~8%, however this is less meaningful as it only represents the optimality gap given some 

pre-processed selections. 

The poor computational results of the MILP can be attributed to the model's size; 

recall the additions discussed in section 4.2 necessary to appropriately model and linearize 

the problem. Throughout the DOE, the MILP approach contained roughly 750,000-

1,400,000 variables, and 450,000-1,100,000 constraints (depending on the DOE setting). 

In comparison, the heuristic approach contained roughly 350,000-550,000 variables, and 

20,000-90,000 constraints. Note the additional constraints and variables pertaining to 

piecewise-linearizations of the variable cost functions are excluded from these numbers. 

They are implicitly included by CPLEX when adding linearization parameters, and are 

identical in quantity between the two models ( as they pertain to production variables and 

not demand). 

In some cases, the MILP approach is fairly close to the heuristic ( e.g. 10% level of 

swapping), however dramatically worse for others. The lack of a monotonic trend in both 

surfaces shown, is simply due to the use of a consistent stopping criteria with varying 

computational complexities in each instance. Theoretically, an optimal solution at some 

level of swapping serves as a lower bound for all optimal solutions at lower levels of 

swappmg. Regardless of how close the MILP gets, by following the same stopping criteria 
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Figure 4.3: Objective value as a function of substitution parameters, for both the pre
selection with subsequent B&B, and the MILP with both selection-extension and lin
earization 

the heuristic surface is completely below that of the MILP. This shows the value of the 

proposed heuristic, averaging a ~7% improvement in objectives, throughout the entire 

DOE. 

Further, one additional test was done to analyze the behavior of the MILP. For one 

of the particularly poor solutions (30% level of swapping; tight swap definition), the 

problem was run on a much larger computing cluster. This entailed a single 32-core 

node, with 2.13GHz processor and 256 GB of RAM. After two days, or four times the 

original run-time, and with roughly double the computing power, the MILP incumbent 

was 790,899. This is in comparison with the heuristic achieving an objective of 770,961, 

in the original DOE. While the MILP did in fact improve upon its original performance of 

863,001 via increasing the computing power significantly, the consistent out-performance 

of the heuristic reaffirms its value and displays the difficulty of the problem at hand. 

4.4.2 Heuristic against Random Selection (Original Model) 

The heuristic performance is relatively similar for all three weight settings utilized through

out the DOE. Recall the three settings chosen entailed equal weighting on production and 
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Table 4.4: Objectives for random selection and heuristic approach across DOE, with 
percent improvement range from weight settings 

DOE Random Weight Weight Weight Range of Improvement 
Setting Selection setting 4 setting 9 setting 12 over Random Selection 

10%/tight 891,703 768,745 779 ,870 769,644 12.54% - 13.69% 

20%/tight 880,722 750,001 767,247 760,025 12.88% - 13.70% 

30%/tight 853,931 770,961 776,237 779,226 8.75% - 9.10% 

10%/loose 879,216 734,759 732,405 732 ,192 16.43% - 16.72% 

20%/loose 860,744 701 ,375 694,626 701 ,295 18.52% - 19.30% 

30%/loose 830,129 682,128 682,245 681,437 17.81% - 17.91% 

transportation measures (setting 4), historic ratios (setting 9), and equal weighting for 

all three (setting 12) , including the specialty SKU measure. The comparison in Table 4.3 

showed improvement over the average of 5 randomly selected instances, given a particular 

DOE setting; 30% can swap and the loose swap definition. Further, recall this percent 

improvement had a standard deviation t hroughout the random selections between 0.8% 

and 0.9% for each weight setting. In other words, the improvement of the heuristic over 

random selection instances is relatively insensitive to individual random selection. For 

this reason, we justify using the single historical random selection instances throughout 

the DOE, opposed to re-running several random selections at every level of the DOE. 

Table 4.4 shows the results throughout the DOE with each weight setting, followed 

by the percent improvement over the historical random selection case at that level. No 

weight setting completely dominated another, and as mentioned, the percent improve

ments were very similar among the three. Savings via the heuristic when comparing to 

random selection solutions, appear far more dependent on the "swap definition" param

eter, opposed to the "percent that can swap" parameter. For example, regardless of the 

allowable percent that can swap, when utilizing a "loose" swap definition, the improve

ment is always greater than 15%, while "tight" swap definitions always fall below this. 

Figure 4.4 visually summarizes these results; namely the similarity across weight settings 

and the levels of improvement over random selection. 
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Figure 4.4: Objective value as a function of substitution parameters, for the three pre
selection weightings with subsequent B&B, and the original random-selection solut ions 

4.4.3 Summary of Customer Selection Results 

In section 4.4.1, the demand-selection heuristic was compared against an MILP extension 

which included demand-selection as a decision variable. Comparing each approach, the 

heuristic proved superior following the same run-time parameters and computational ex

periments. This result was partially due to the size of the MILP, which grew quite large 

after linearizion. The heuristic averaged a 7% improvement in objectives, throughout the 

DOE. Section 4.4.2 presented a comparison on the heuristic approach with the original 

model which simply utilized random selection for potential demand substitutions. The 

three weight settings within the heuristic performed very similarly to one another. Fur

ther, they resulted in improvements of roughly 8%-19% over random selection, depending 

on the DOE and weight settings. 

An important note is t hat the demand-selection heuristic has been compared with ap

proaches already ut ilizing demand substitution; an MILP extension for optimal customer 

selection for substitution ( section 4.4.1) and random demand-selection for substitution 

(section 4.4.2). One may wish to know the total potential savings via introducing substi

tution, and utilizing the demand-selection heuristic; in other words, a comparison of the 

heuristic solution to a 0% swapping case, studied extensively in prior work. Throughout 
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the DOE on which the heuristic was tested, the best improvement over the 0% swapping 

case was 24.97%, compared to a best improvement of ~9% with random selection. Again, 

note this is significantly higher than improvements reported in the prior sections due to 

comparing with approaches that also included substitution. 

Figure 4.5 summarizes each case throughout the DOE. While the MILP extension 

approach theoretically gathers the optimal selection of substitutable demands and subse

quent substitutions, the size of such a model is highly unrealistic. Further, with consistent 

stopping criteria, solving the model results in sporadic, inconsistent performances. This 

is shown by the red surface, where in one case the solution quality is even worse than a 

baseline case with no swapping. The random selection case strictly lying below the base

line surface justifies the value of substitution. Lastly, the heuristic surface lying far below 

random selection, validates the performance of the heuristic, and shows the sensitivity of 

demands for consideration in substitution. 
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Figure 4.5: Objective value as a function of substitution parameters for three selec
tion methods (and baseline objective); best weighted pre-selections via heuristic, MILP
selection, and random selection 

The aforementioned heuristic establishes the best possible demand selections, given 

some targetable percentage, however assuming that every customer accepts such substi

tution. Therefore this approach still contains a theoretical layer as it is unrealistic to 

assume every customer targeted will accept demand substitution. This motivates the in

centivization components of our work. In determining a complete, prescriptive approach 
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for decision makers, two problems remain. First, the system-wide savmgs need to be 

broken down to demand-specific dollar amounts. In other words, a range is needed for 

the maximum dollar amount each customer (demand-specific) can be offered, in order to 

"break-even" in total savings. This incentivization range must also reflect the relative 

savings of the particular demand; i.e. it may be dramatically different from demand to 

demand. This problem is directly accounted for in the post-processing measure developed 

in section 3.5.3, and is further discussed in the following sections. 

The second remaining problem is as follows. Given the maximum level of incentiviza

tion per demand, how to optimally select offerings while considering stochastic customer 

behavior and preferred levels of savings to the business. For example, consider a case 

where the heuristic is applied to the subsequently solved system, resulting in $100,000 

in savings, given some selection of customers substitute their demands. If the business 

desires to maximize their savings, a question becomes how to distribute the estimated 

savings amongst customer incentivizations. These offerings must abide by the maximum 

allotments established per demand, while also considering the varying willingness's to ac

cept from customer to customer. There exist several trade-offs in such decisions, therefore 

it may not make sense to equally distribute the potential-savings abiding by the ratio of 

demand-savings' approximations. This problem is addressed in the following section. 

4.5 Incentivization 

The goal of incentivization in this application is to encourage customer acceptance for 

those customer demands already established for selection. It is important to note that 

we are not concerned with "re-selecting" or choosing a subset of these demands, as the 

established savings (and subsequent thresholds for incentivizations) are based on the 

priorly established substitutions. However, the actual system savings will most likely be 

slightly lower than that estimated due to some of the more, inflexible customer behaviors. 

In other words, some customers not accepting a changed demand will prevent the system 
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from achieving the estimated savings ( "Optimize Theoretical System" node of Figure 4.1); 

therefore it is important to analyze potential customer behavior to gather the true savings 

( "Optimize Resultant System" node in Figure 4.1). 

This difficult trade-off is the result of considering customer selection and subsequent 

incentivization with stochastic customer behavior, in succession , opposed to simultane

ously. While a better solution is theoretically plausible, this would entail an extension to 

the already highly intractable model presented throughout section 4.2. A final important 

note is that the risk of over-incentivization may be mitigated via gradual substitution 

settings, i.e. targeting a small percentage of the customer base at a time, as mentioned 

earlier. With this, it is reasonable to expect that business-wide savings will not dramati

cally shift given some fraction of the customer base does not accept incentivization. Recall 

that many sources of business savings require large shifts in demand, e.g. cost breaks in 

variable costs of production. 

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 4.5.1 presents the 

model for customer offerings (incentivization), followed in section 4.5.2 by a discussion of 

approaches for model implementation to address the stochastic components of t he model. 

Section 4.5.3 delves more closely into the applicability and usage of logistic functions, in 

modeling customer behavior throughout this problem. 

4.5.1 lncentivization Model 

Prior to formulating a model for customer incentivizations, we must establish approximate 

bounds in terms of maximum allotments per customer. This is discussed below, followed 

by a presentation and analysis of our model. 

Bounds on Incentivization 

We utilize the post-processing measure ( equation 3.11) established in 3.5.3 as a starting 

point in creating an upper bound per demand-incentivization. This measure, shown again 
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below, approximates the individual savings per customer demand. More specifically, it 

calculates the difference in costs ( variable cost of production and transportation costs) of 

the original demand SKU with the substituted SKU, following the system-wide settings 

from the solution to the supply chain planning problem. 

V (k, s) E SWAP: choice~,s # 1 

While it is noted that the sum of these measures for any particular solution falls below 

the total system savings; it is useful in that it provides ratios from demand to demand. 

The sum of individually approximated savings fall short of total system savings due to 

business-specific savings which can not be accurately attributed to individual demands. 

This includes but is not limited to cost-breaks in multiple production lines and savings 

via new line investment. Figure 4.6 (provided as Figure 3.10 in chapter 3), displays this 

trend. 
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As also noted in prior work, the post-processed savings may be scaled to the actual 

savings ( while still preserving their ratios amongst each other). These scaled measures 

represent the further distribution of business-specific savings towards the customer de

mands. Offering exactly these amounts would result in the system "breaking even", given 

every customer accepts substituting their demand. While this measure does not yet ad

dress the probabilistic nature of customer behavior, it provides a useful upper bound for 

individual incentivizations. We formally define the post-processed parameters below. 

Mt,: approximation for the total savings incurred from swapping customer k's demand 

for SKU s, scaled such that the parameters' sum equals total (approximated) system 

savings; V k E K,s ES: D't, > O,CANSWAPt, = l 

Formulation and Explanation 

The only set of variables in the model regard how much incentivization to offer each 

customer, for those customers which are established via prior methodologies discussed in 

this work (i.e. sections 4.3). These variables are formally defined below. 

v't, E IRt: amount offered as incentivization to customer k, to substitute their demand 

for SKU s; V k E K,s ES: D't, > O,CANSWAPt, = l 

Lastly, we introduce the following general set of parameters to represent customer behav

ior. More information is provided on this parameter set in section 4.5.3. 

Pt, (v): probability of customer k accepting a substituted demand in place of original 

demand, s, given incentivization amount, v (v't,) 

Note that Mt,, v't,, and Pt,(v) may be referred to as simply M, v, and P(v) in general 

context. The following model maximizes the total expected business savings, subject to 

incentivization bounds. The business savings equal the difference in total approximated 

savings and offered incentivization (Mt,-v't,), times the probability that the customer will 
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accept the substitution given such incentivization, vZ (Pt(vZ)). The incentivization limits 

enforce not exceeding the approximated, scaled savings per demand incentivization vz_ 

max L L(Mk - vt_) * Pk(vt_) 
(4.13)

sES:Dk >0, kEK 
CANSWAPt = l 

s.t. 

vs< Ms (4.14)
k - k V k E K,s ES: Df > O,CANSWAPk = l 

Given any particular k and s combination (demand), the choice of the optimal vZ 

mathematically speaking, is that which maximizes (Mt,-vf) *Pt(vZ). This can be found 

via calculus. For example, take the probability function, P(v) = v/ M; the probability of 

customer acceptance is evenly proportionate to the amount offered, up to the maximum 

possible, M. The business savings in terms of this customer, becomes (M - v) * (v/M). 

Analyzing the first and second derivatives of this function provide the maximum at v* = 

M /2. Given any other function for customer acceptance, the optimal offering which 

maximizes business return can be found similarly. Further, note the prior formulation is 

separable in that the decisions for optimal vZ selections may be considered independently. 

With these facts, we can establish a very simple procedure for calculating optimal 

incentivization offerings, in an effort to maximize approximated return. This return is an 

approximation for two reasons. First, the fractional probability of customer acceptance is 

utilized in the maximization. Secondly, the approximated return, Mt, - vZ, is a function 

of Mt,. This scaled value is derived from the post-processed measure which estimates the 

contribution (of total system-wide savings) per individual, substituted customer-demand. 

Recall that the total system-wide savings however, assumes all chosen demand substitu

tions were incurred. Given only a fraction of such (i.e. some customers do not accept sub

stituted demand given incentivization), the actual savings may in fact be lower. Therefore 

it is useful to analyze solutions of the original problem after establishing various incen

tivization procedures, in an effort to better approximate and maximize business savings. 

This is further discussed in the following section. 
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4.5.2 Approaches 

In this section, we outline different approaches for analyzing the prior decisions (incen

tivizations), due to their stochastic nature. For example, if the optimal incentivization 

for several customers resulted in probabilities of acceptance well below 50%, then the 

estimation of savings may be significantly less than previously considered. For reference, 

this section regards the "Actual Customer Behavior" node in Figure 4.1. 

Regardless of the approach taken, we require some solved instance from the original 

DOE, and subsequently post-processed M's. Given this, incentivization may be deter

mined, either with methodology discussed in section 4.5.1 or by other means. The next 

section elaborates on usages of the prior model, which optimizes incentivization according 

to expected business savings. Following this, a different approach is considered, which 

instead guarantees some probability of acceptance across all customers. 

Incentivization Model with Thresholds 

While the model in section 4.5.1 establishes "optimal" incentivization ( v's), and sub

sequent probabilities of acceptances (P(v) 's), there exist multiple ways to analyze this 

result . The first entails choosing some probabilistic threshold and assuming only those 

customers with probabilities of acceptance greater than this threshold will accept incen

tivization. For example; for those demands such that P(v*) 2:: 0.50, or for those demands 

such that P(v*) 2:: 0.75. This represents those customer demands whose CANSWAPk 

parameters will be set to 1. We can then re-run the original model one final time ( "Opti

mize Resultant System" in Figure 4.1) to gather the actual savings. Only at this point is 

the estimate for business savings legitimate; given we subtract from total business savings 

the incentivizations of those customers who have accepted. 

A second approach is to utilize simulation to analyze which customers accept their 

offerings for substituted demand. Following the established probabilities of acceptance 
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( derived from optimal incentivizations v), we can randomly assign the CANSWAP pa

rameter prior to the final model run. This approach offers more variety in customer 

behavioral outcomes, as well as more confidence in potential business savings. This is 

due to utilizing simulation to gather several potential solutions opposed to a single, likely 

outcome. 

Guaranteed Probability 

This approach excludes the use of the incentivization model in section 4.5.1. Instead, 

incentivizations, v, are offered such that some probability of acceptance is guaranteed. 

For example, the customers may be incentivized some amount which equates to a 75% 

probability of acceptance for each customer. In this approach, we more heavily consider 

customer behavioral functions, P(v). After determining the threshold, e.g. 75%, 90%, or 

95%, we simply assume all customers accept and subtract the according offerings from 

the prior supply chain model, which optimizes an objective considering all customers who 

were chosen, accepted. 

There are obvious pros and cons to this method. First, it is capable of establishing 

a more risk-averse incentivization strategy. This is useful at higher percentages. For 

example we can guarantee at least some savings by assigning the incentivizations to 

very high probabilities such as 95%. While this would almost certain guarantee most 

customers' acceptance, subsequently resulting in consistent estimates of savings from the 

supply chain model, it also results in much of that very savings being distributed back to 

customers. A further con of this method is that if utilizing a lower probability, i.e. 75%, 

over-incentivization may be more plausible. This is because offerings are simply based 

on customer behavior functions, without considering the relative worth of that demand. 

While over-incentivization is also a possibility in the prior method, it is far less likely as 

the incentivizations v, are chosen more strategically. Therefore this method should only 

be utilized with quite high thresholds, as noted. 
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As discussed in the beginning of this section; in practice any of the prior techniques 

should be done on a gradual scale, in terms of the quantity of customers targeted. By 

gradually introducing demand substitution, the business savings are less dramatic and 

more achievable. As with any stochastic system, enacting a case too large will lead to 

more uncertainty and variance, within the final business savings in our case ( "Optimize 

Resultant System" in Figure 4.1). Both methodologies previously discussed are tested in 

section 4.6. 

4.5.3 Logistic Functions for Customer Behavior 

In order to accurately test the prior methodologies and approaches, we require realistic 

approximations for customer behavior functions. The following three sections present an 

overview and justification of the functions used (logistic), discuss the process of approx

imating parameters within this function, and lastly show how optimal incentivizations 

may be gathered from this function, following the discussion from section 4.5.1. 

Overview 

While we are not runnmg logistic regress10n, the logistic function is still particularly 

advantageous in this application for similar reasons. This is primarily due to the function's 

ability to take any real input, and bound outputs between O and L (i.e. [0,1] when 

L = l) monotonically. Further, the function is symmetric about its point of inflection, and 

includes said "midpoint" in its definition. These reasons contribute to the applicability 

of the logistic function in modeling the probability of "success" in some binary decision; 

e.g. customer willingness to accept substituted demand given some incentivization. 

Prior to establishing our parameter approximations within the logistic function, some 

assumptions are made. First, note that in the prior formulation, namely equation 4.14, the 

incentivization amount per customer is bounded by their maximum-scaled savings approx

imation, M. In other words all of these bounds sum to the total approximated business 
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savings ( approximated via assuming all customers accepted substituted demands), while 

maintaining ratios across all demands. Following from this being our maximum allotted 

offering, we assume that this offering roughly equates to a 100% chance of customer accep

tance. This idea is supported by the fact that we are not using the post-processed savings 

approximation per demand, however the highest scaled post-processed savings which dis

tributes all business savings amongst customers (recall total business savings is always 

higher than those of summed individual approximations). In other words, it is counter

intuitive to offer each customer this amount , as it would result in the system breaking 

even; all customer's accepting substituted demand, and all incentivizations equating to 

system-wide savings. It does however serve as a reasonable "max" for each customer's 

acceptance-curve. 

The general form of the logistic function is as follows: f(x) = l+e_frx- xo). L provides 

the maximum y-value, or probability of acceptance in our application, 1. x 0 and k provide 

the sigmoid's midpoint (point of inflection) and "steepness", respectively. Therefore given 

some customer demand, we have P(v) = l+e-i:<v- vo) , as the probability of acceptance given 

incentivization amount, v. As stated previously, v0 and k must be approximated per 

demand, prior to working with the functions as discussed in section 4.5.2. The remainder 

of this section establishes how we approximate these parameters per customer. 

Approximating Parameters 

The first problem to address is the dramatically differing scales of the parameter, M. 

Some customer's scaled savings are in the order of several hundreds while some may be 

as high as several thousand dollars. For these reasons, it is important to note that the 

parameters k and v0 are inversely related in that equivalent products result in equivalent 

"shapes" of the logistic function. Figure 4.7 displays this property. The left customer has 

a maximum incentivization of roughly $100 while the right has one of $5, 000. Utilizing 

midpoints (v0 's) at half of M (v = 50 and v = 2500 respectively), the same sigmoid shape 
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Figure 4.7: Importance of product ratio in diverse demand values; products of 5 for 
M = 100 and M = 5000 

may be achieved via k values of 0.1 and 0.002 for each function. This results in a "product 

ratio" of 5, as shown in Figure 4.7. 

With such a ratio, say R, established, customer curves may be conveniently random

ized in terms of curve-steepness. Figure 4.8 below shows the bounds used for randomiza

tion in this ratio, R E U(l , 10), with the resulting curve shapes. Note that the product 

ratio first requires knowledge of the curve midpoint in order to achieve such shapes. Ra

tios of 1 result in a near linear relationship; while the most extreme ratio of 10 resembles 

customers with more stubborn values, or narrow ranges for changed opinion. Note again 

that these functions are only approximate due to the domain of the logistic function. In 

other words, the curve is not expected to exactly equal 1 at v = M . 
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Figure 4.8: Product ratio of (left to right) 1, 5, and 10 

A final point of randomization involves the midpoint, v0 , of such functions. Cus-
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Figure 4.9: Sigmoid midpoints of x equal to (left to right) 0.1 * M, 0.3 * M, and 0.5 * M, 
where M = 1000 and product ratios equal 10 

tomers' curves may be shifted closer to 0 or M, from case to case. For these reasons a 

randomization, namely U(0.1 * M, 0.5 * M), is used per customer. Figure 4.9 shows this 

range visually. Note that this midpoint and the subsequent curves are biased towards the 

left half of the incentivization range. While M is useful for maximum incentivizations 

due to such offerings "breaking even"; it is unrealistic to need to offer that much as M 

regards all business savings being distributed back to customers. In other words, M is a 

generous bound as it values substituted demands beyond their individual worth. Lastly, 

the ordering of all aforementioned approximations is important, given they are all based 

off of one another. A complete summary is therefore provided in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5: Summary of calculation ordering and parameter approximations for logistic 
functions, P(v) = l+e-f<v-voJ, representing willingness-to-substitute across all customer 
demands 

Order Parameter Meaning Approximation 

1 Bounds Min/Max incentivization 
$0/ M; the scaled approximation of individ-
ual demand's value in total business savings 

2 Vo Midpoint 
U(0.1 * M, 0.5 * M); uniformly distributed 
between 10% and 50% of approximation, M 

3 k Curve steepness {k IR= vo * k} where RE U(l, 10) 
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Optimal Incentivizations 

Prior to presenting results following the approaches discussed in section 4.5.2, we briefly 

provide more technical details in determining optimal incentivizations for customers. As 

noted in section 4.5.1, due to a separable objective, we can individually determine cus

tomer incentivizations via calculus. 

Consider a customer with M = 1000. Further, suppose their midpoint and steepness 

coefficients are v0 = 500 and k = 0.01 respectively, following the mean of the prior estab

lished approximations (see Table 4.5). Their probability of acceptance given incentiviza

tion amount v is then represented with logistic function instance: P(v) = 1+e-o2i(v- 5ooJ, 

shown in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.10: Sample probability-of-acceptance function for a customer demand, as a func
tion of incentivization, v 

Multiplying this function by (M - v), or the business profit, we achieve the par

ticular demand's portion of the separable objective, 4.13. This product represents total 

( expected) business profit, as it now considers acceptance probabilities as well. This 

function and its derivative are shown in Figure 4.11, for the sample customer demand dis

cussed previously. We desire to find the v value which maximizes this function. Solving 

for v after equating the derivative of the function to 0, we achieve the following general 

express10n. 
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Mk- LambertW(eMk-kvo-1 ) -1 

k 

Note that the Lambert W function seen in this expression has no closed form. How

ever, given any particular logistic function instance, the Lambert W function and sub

sequent expression can be easily computed with modern day mathematical solvers such 

as Maple . For instance, inserting M , k , and v0 for the sample customer discussed pro

vides v* = 607.37. This equates to a 74.53% chance of customer acceptance. The typical 

ranges for acceptance-probabilities given optimal incentivizations are further analyzed in 

the following section. 
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Figure 4.11: Total ( expected) business profit (left) as a function of incentivizat ion , v; and 
its derivative (right) for the sample customer 

4.6 Computational Analyses of Incentivization Method-

ologies 

In this section we analyze the actual business savings, following the various approaches 

discussed in section 4.5.2. All computations are performed following consistent technical 

specifications of those discussed in section 4.4. Section 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 present analyses of 

the incentivization model and guaranteed probability approaches for analyzing customer 

behavior. A summary of each approach follows in section 4.6.3. 
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4.6.1 Optimal v* Approach Results 

This approach entails using the model established in section 4.5.1 to determine incen

tivization offerings, v. The first step entails running some case with substitution allowed 

in the system, with any customer selection methodology. This case provides a lower 

bound, or how much we could save given full acceptance and no incentivization, as well as 

the post-processed values of substitution (for M calculations). As previously discussed, 

incentivizing should be done at a gradual rate in order to ensure a more "smooth" tran

sition of system operations, and mitigate the risk of over-incentivization. Therefore we 

implement a smaller case, allowing 5% of the customers to swap demands, following the 

"loose" swap definition. 

After running the prior case mentioned, we must re-run the original model assign

ing some subset of those customers previously chosen for incentivization as considered 

customers for substitution, i.e. those that accept the incentivization. Two approaches 

were proposed (section 4.5.2) to analyze the actual system savings following optimal incen

tivizations, v*. The first entailed assigning customers binary acceptance via a probabilistic 

threshold. Each optimal incentivization v*, has an associated probability of acceptance 

P(v*). With this we can allow reasonable subsets of customer demands to substitute their 

demand by setting the CANSWAP parameter to 1 only for those demands with P(v*) 

greater than some threshold. The result of this analysis is shown in Figure 4.12. 

In the plots, the bottom dotted lines correspond to the "best case scenario" system 

objective, i.e. the result from solving the model with some customer-selection and 5% 

demand substitution allowed. Above this line, we plot the resultant objective (green) 

via solving the same system with a subset of those customer demands considered for 

substitution. The difference between these lines, shown in the right figure, is the lost 

potential in system objectives via unnaccepted offerings. With lower thresholds, the 

resultant system is quite close to full acceptance, as most P(v*)'s are greater than 0.5. As 

acceptance thresholds increase, the resultant objective worsens due to less substitution 
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Figure 4.12: Computational results from analyzing customer incentivizations with a prob
abilistic threshold 

within the system. The actual percentages of accepted incentivizations at each threshold 

are as follows: P(v*) = {0.5, 0.7, 0.9}----+ {95.5%, 86.5%, 51.5%}. 

Above the green line, we plot the same objective at each threshold plus the associated 

sum of accepted incentivizations. The difference between these lines , shown in the right 

plot, therefore corresponds to the total lost profit from incentivization offerings, or what 

was saved and given back to customers. At higher thresholds, although the resultant 

objective is higher, we see less of a gap between the two lines as less is given out to the 

customers. The top dotted line in each plot corresponds to the original system objective 

with no substitution. Therefore the difference between this line and the blue line shows 

the actual business profit, following incentivization. Regardless the threshold level used 

in analyzing customer behavior, we see that the resultant profit is relatively consistent. 

The second approach proposed in section 4.5.2 for analyzing customer behavior 

following v* selection, involves simulation. In this approach, we randomly assign the 

CANSWAP parameter set in multiple iterations, while following the associated prob

abilities of acceptance P(v*) per demand. This analysis is shown in Figure 4.13, with 

plots following the same definitions as in the prior figure. Due to the lengthy stopping 

criteria of the model (12 hours), we only run the resultant system 10 times, shown across 

the x-axis. The result is loosely consistent with that of assigning those customer with 
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probabilities of acceptance beyond 70% to be considered for substitution. The lack of 

variance in the plot supports the value of the proposed methodology as well, showing that 

the achieved savings will in fact be quite consistent. 

________Original System Solut ion ______ _ 
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53 860 
~ 

6 840 
,.....; 

820 Resultant System Objective (post offerings) 

800 
Full Acceptance (optimal theoretical system) 

123 4 5 6 7 8 910 

Iteration 

Figure 4.13: Simulation Results 

4.6.2 Guaranteed Probability Approach Results 

We can also assign incentivizations v, to customers such that their probabilities of accep

tance are guaranteed at some level. As discussed in section 4.5.2, this method is far more 

risk-averse. High probabilities of acceptance may be ensured, however high incentiviza

tions follow, resulting in much of the business savings being distributed back to customers. 

This is supported in Figure 4.14, where the set probabilities of acceptance are increased 

along the x-axis. 

Due to the high probabilities studied, we assume that the bottom most line repre

senting full acceptance, will be nearly achieved. The offerings however are much higher 

than previous analyses, shown with the blue line. Towards the right of this plot, we see 

that assigning incentivizations such that probabilities of acceptance are all 99%, results 

in nearly the original system solution , without substitution. This is an intuitive result as 

we approximated customer logistic functions to roughly equal 1 at the max allotment of 

M, per customer. Further, M is scaled such that its sum equals total business savings. 
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Figure 4.14: Guaranteed Probability Approach Results 

Therefore by ensuring high probabilities we give out nearly the sum of all M, the total 

savings or difference between dotted lines in Figure 4.14. 

This method is valuable in ensuring at least some business savings. For example, 

with all customer's containing a probability of acceptance of 0.975, we can almost surely 

expect to achieve full acceptance. Such high probability however, results in higher lev

els of incentivization and lower savings than the prior approach, which mathematically 

optimized savings with respect to v. 

4.6.3 Summary of lncentivization Results 

The aforementioned approaches serve to present both incentivization methodology and 

forms of analysis to study subsequent customer response to such offerings. In the first 

approach, we analyze the incentivization model which optimally chose offerings to max

imize expected business profit. It was shown that the pattern of increased confidence in 

acceptance, along with decreased incentivization amounts, tends to cancel out resulting 

in a fairly consistent estimate of total business profit. This was also supported via simu

lation results which showed the consistency of such methodology. The second approach 

provided validation of methodology useful for more risk-averse decision makers. This 

entailed confidence in lower profits at the cost of higher incentivizations. 
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A final note regards the intension of this portion of our work. The customer offering 

patterns established may still be quite generous; in the acceptance functions, we scale 

customers' estimated savings up towards total business savings, as bounds for acceptance, 

M. In other words, we consider customer willingness-to-accept from the perspective of 

customers knowing some of their relative worth to the business, and using this as a baseline 

for acceptance (recall logistic function midpoints between 10% and 50% of M). The actual 

incentivizations necessary for acceptance may be quite lower given incentivization bounds 

are derived with less scaling up towards total business savings, or the midpoints of such 

functions are shifted further left . This would in turn clearly lead to higher business profits. 

This portion of the work is more so intended to provide methodology and tools to 

decision makers, useful once given the actual customer data. Such data could be gathered 

via customer surveys asking whether t hey would accept changed demand given various 

thresholds of offerings, and subsequently estimating parameters for each of their logistic 

functions based on responses. 

4. 7 Conclusion and Future Directions 

In this work, we've proposed and validated several extensions to work done in chapter 3, 

in which SKU rationalization was studied within a packaged gas supply chain network. 

While prior work established the potential of demand substitution within this business, 

random customer selection was utilized to show its value. In our work, we've created 

an intricate pre-processing heuristic for customer demand selection, and subsequently 

showed t his to outperform the full MILP extension of such problem (following the same 

stopping criteria), as well as the results via random customer selection. Following this, we 

studied customer incentivization strategies. Due to a lack of historical data on customer 

behavior, we utilized logistic function approximations to model customer behavior, and 

developed methodology to optimally incentivize business savings in terms of expected 

business return. This methodology as well as a more risk-averse, "guarenteed probability" 

method, were analyzed thoroughly in order to determine realistic outcomes. 
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In terms of future work, as noted earlier a lacking area regards the actual data and ap

proximations used throughout customer incentivization methodologies. While this work 

is intended as a tool given businesses gather this data, approximations such as maximum 

incentivizations may still be improved. For example, one may wish to utilize some param

eter relative to the customers ' costs of demands, for maximum offering approximations . 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

In this dissertation, we've presented applications and developments of operations research 

methodologies in several industrial gas supply chain logistics problems. We first studied 

the liquid helium global supply chain, in which a large-scale, discrete time, path-based, 

mixed-integer programming model was established. The model considered minimum take 

or pay supply contracts unique to the helium business, as well as detailed routing compo

nents with unique network characteristics. We established a rolling horizon implementa

tion for this problem, as it is the most realistic option for continuous optimization in the 

helium supply chain. This approach required several special considerations, in order to 

achieve quality solutions close to that of a static approach. These considerations included 

activities which spanned multiple cascades, maintenance request forecasting, as well as 

special supply contract penalty weighting when appropriate. Further, via thorough com

prehension of the network we were able to achieve a 95% reduction in main variables to 

model our problem. This lead to efficient computation times; averaging 90 seconds to op

timality for problems based on historical data and reasonable horizon lengths. The model 

was tested with varying holding request times, different supply contracts, and reduced 

containers in the system. Such testing provided confidence in the model's performance 

as well as tools to decision makers in the helium business. These decisions which may 

be made based off of this information regard the benefits and economical trade-offs of 

utilizing less containers in the supply chain network. 
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The remainder of this dissertation focused on SKU rationalization methodology in the 

packaged gas business. We first developed an MILP formulation which introduced substi

tutable demand throughout a packaged gas supply chain problem; including production, 

allocation, and distribution decisions. In addition to this combination, SKU rationaliza

tion was applied through a unique variant of product substitution, complementing the 

ample literature in that field. The formulation developed handled ample considerations 

specific to the packaged gas business. This included additional line investment capabili

ties, varying degrees and types of substitution, economies-of-scale in production, as well 

as detailed network-wide supply chain planning. Our model was tested with a case study 

based on a years worth of historical data. Through an experimental design, we showed 

the impact of product substitution on the system, varying both the degrees and defini

tions of substitution throughout the network. Further, we noted resultant product and 

location pooling with increased levels of substitution. Lastly, a post-processing measure 

was developed in an effort to place value on each specific customer's contribution of the 

total business savings. 

The final portion of this dissertation proposed and validated several extensions to 

previous work done on SKU rationalization within a packaged gas supply chain network. 

While prior work served to show the value of demand substitution in such a network, 

random customer selection was utilized. We first modeled an extension to this original 

supply chain planning problem which included customer selection as a decision, while 

abiding by some allowed threshold in the system. This model was then linearized and 

solved, following the same technical specifications as previously considered throughout 

the SKU rationalization literature. Following this, an intricate pre-processing heuristic 

for customer demand selection was created, opposed to including such a decision within 

the model. The heuristic is based off of characteristics in the customers' demands, as well 

as characteristics of their potential substitutions and historical SKU trends. This heuristic 

was shown to outperform the full MILP extension of such problem (following the same 

stopping criteria). Further, it showed the value of careful customer demand selection, as 

the performance after utilizing the heuristic was far superior to that of random selection. 
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We then focused on customer incentivization strategies in an effort to achieve the 

desired substitutions. Bounds on incentivization offerings were developed based on the 

post-processing value-of-substitution measure offered in prior work. A formulation which 

maximized expected business return was then developed, and a simple solution procedure 

was realized, given the separable nature of this formulation. In order to further test 

the model (and other incentivization strategies), we require customer data. This was 

approximated utilizing logistic functions, or functions which specify the probability of 

customer acceptance given some level of offering. Parameters were carefully approximated 

for this function, prior to computational analyses of incentivization results. Potential 

outcomes of various offering patterns were studied with different methodology, including 

simulation, probabilistic thresholds, and a guaranteed probability of acceptance offering. 

All of these options pointed towards business savings, and further confidence in potential 

business offering strategies. 

There are several contributions of this dissertation. In our work on helium, a full 

planning strategy was developed for decision makers in this business, who face a difficult 

and expensive problem on a day-to-day basis. Our work on SKU rationalization provided 

information regarding the immense value of introducing demand substitution to such an 

industry. Further, this work extended the surrounding fields of literature as the research 

focused on a network-wide perspective of SKU rationalization. The extensions of this 

work provided a complete framework for decision makers, in terms of analyzing their 

actual savings given incentivization, as it is unrealistic to impose demand substitution 

without this. Lastly, the aspects of this work regarding optimizing the expected return 

via utilizing logistic functions for customer behavior, extended the body of literature on 

demand substitution in that these works rarely focus on incentivization as a remedy to 

lost demand. 
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